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WELCOME MESSAGE

INTRODUCTION

THE CHALLENGE OF CHANGE
The importance of the
Asian duty free and travel
retail market cannot be
underestimated.
Similarly, the vital contribution
retail sales make to the Asian
aviation sector is also to be taken
very seriously. Figures published
recently by ACI showed that
retail concessions in the Asia
Pacific region account for nearly
half (44%) of non-aeronautical
revenue – second in percentage
terms only to the Middle East.
The success of the sector is
reflected in the success of TFWA
Asia Pacific Exhibition & Conference. A large part of that success
is down to our fantastic partners
– those who have supported us
since day one, as well as those
who have joined us along the
way. I thank them all.

During Monday’s conference
we will be exploring the major
challenges facing our industry in
Asia and across the wider world.
Our theme of ‘Navigating through
change’ will run through each
session, and during the day we
will be looking at the effects of
the turbulent macro-economic
climate and the shifting corporate landscape. To open the
conference, I will be joined on
stage by Jaya Singh, President
of the Asia Pacific Travel Retail
Association (APTRA), who will
add his welcome and vision for
the vital work of APTRA on behalf
of duty free and travel retail in
Asia Pacific.
Our keynote speakers will be
providing insider knowledge on
the impact of change in Asia and
how to steer through the troubled
waters of the current climate.

WiFi SERVICE
TFWA is pleased to provide free WiFi access within the exhibition halls.

REMINDER OF LOCATIONS
WITHIN THE MARINA BAY SANDS
EXPO & CONVENTION CENTRE:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Two exhibition levels: Basement 2 and Level 1
Registration desks and ONE2ONE Lounge: Level 1
Press Centre: Basement 2
TFWA offices: Level 3
TFWA Asia Pacific Bar: Level 4
Conference/Workshops: Level 5 (new location)
Asian Bar: Basement 2
Western Bar: Basement 2
Sushi bar: Level 1

Kishore Mahbubani of the Lee
Kuan Yew School of Public Policy
will be offering a unique perspective on the role Asia can and
should play on the global stage.
Mike Walsh, futurist, author and
CEO of Tomorrow, will be sharing
his thoughts on disruptive change
and how business leaders can
survive in disruptive times.
In a second session, Philippe
Schaus of DFS Group will explain
how the retailer is adapting to
change, and Jack MacGowan
from Aer Rianta International will
outline the regional ambitions
of one of the industry’s longest
established operators. At a
time of rapid expansion for his
business, Kevin Chiang of Ever
Rich Corporation will explain
how his company is investing for
the future, both at the airport
and beyond.

Our business networking lunch
is open to all and I’m sure our
thought-provoking morning will
prompt many interesting conversations around the lunch tables.
Do join us on Level 5 of the Marina
Bay Sands Expo & Convention
Centre, the same floor as our
conference and workshop rooms.
But before then, Sunday morning
gets off to an active start with
the golf tournament at Raffles
Country Club. Congratulations in
advance to those whose rounds
go well, commiserations to
those who don’t play as well as
they might hope, and thanks to
InterParfums for their support of
what is always a hotly contested
event. In a more chilled start to
the day, the tai chi at the breathtaking SkyPark at the very top
of the Marina Bay Sands Hotel
will leave all those who take part

prepared in mind and body, as
well as spirit for the week ahead.
And, of course, on Sunday
evening there will be a chance
to catch up with friends old and
new over a drink or two at our
Welcome Cocktail at the truly
splendid Raffles Hotel. I look
forward to seeing you there, and
offer you a very warm welcome
to Singapore.

Erik Juul-Mortensen
President, TFWA

TFWA
PRODUCT
SHOWCASE
There is an enticing array of innovations
across all product categories being
launched at TFWA Asia Pacific Exhibition &
Conference. Many of these can be previewed
at the TFWA Product Showcase – a
dedicated online service, where exhibitors
are presenting their latest brand highlights.
Visitors can search for products by brand,
company or product sector.

Scan this code
to visit the
TFWA Product
Showcase

TFWA WEB APP

TFWA ON LINKEDIN

Download the web app for smartphones and tablets to keep all information on TFWA Asia Pacific
Exhibition & Conference close to hand. The web app is accessible on any mobile OS via your browser.
Go to: app.tfwa.com/APEC

SUPPORTED BY:
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Visit the TFWA LinkedIn page, and join TFWA’s LinkedIn Group. It is the
ideal place to go for the latest news on TFWA Asia Pacific Exhibition &
Conference, and to learn more about the Association’s objectives.

ONSITE SERVICES
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POTENTIAL TO
SERVICES THE
“REIMAGINE THE
TFWA offers a wide range of services to assist visitors in advance
of and during TFWA Asia Pacific Exhibition & Conference.
SHUTTLE SERVICE
Getting to and from the Exhibition is made easy by our shuttle buses which call at all the official hotels.

PRESS CENTRE

RETAIL EXPERIENCE”
Mike Walsh, futurist, author and CEO of Tomorrow, is a “21st
century business designer” and a global authority on the subject
of disruptive change. He spoke to Ross Falconer ahead of his
participation in Monday’s TFWA Asia Pacific Conference.
When people think
about the future,
they tend to focus
on technology.

Location: Basement 2
The Press Centre provides all registered journalists with an area to unwind, conduct interviews and source
information relating to the exhibition.

INTERNET AREA
Location: Basement 2 & Level 1
The internet centre offers everyone the opportunity to get connected onsite.

WIFI SERVICE
TFWA is pleased to provide free WiFi access within the exhibition halls.

INTERACTIVE DIRECTIONAL SCREENS
Interactive touch screens will help you to navigate your way around the exhibition halls.

BARS
TFWA Asia Pacific Bar: Level 4
Asian Bar: Basement 2
Western Bar: Basement 2
Sushi bar: Level 1
Ideally located, the bars offer several convenient onsite meeting points during exhibition hours and serve light meals
throughout the day.

BUSINESS CENTRE
Location: Basement 2
Dedicated staff will assist you with all your secretarial requirements.

WELL-BEING AREA
Location: Level 1
The Well-Being Area offers relaxing massages designed to help you focus on the business ahead.

CLOAKROOM

They might wonder about
how big their mobile
screen might be on next
year’s model, whether
their car will drive itself,
or whether robots will
take their jobs.
“Technology is rarely as
disruptive as we expect,”
says Mike Walsh, futurist, author and CEO of
Tomorrow. “For me, the
most important thing
that can change in the
future is the design of
experiences. Experience
is what impacts us the
most as human beings. In
my view, the experience
of retail, whether in an
airport or elsewhere, is
what has the potential to
be re-imagined far further
than whether there will be
a new app to use when you
are shopping.”
A key focus of his address
in Monday’s TFWA Asia
Pacific Conference will

Mike Walsh, futurist, author and
CEO of Tomorrow: “In my view, the
most interesting opportunity will
be leveraging data to create more
personalised interactions for high
value customers and frequent
travellers – for whom airports and
hotels are really their home.”

be the next generation
of consumers and what
their future expectations
of data driven experiences
might be. “I’m then going
to explore what those
expectations might mean
for the way we will need to
design our organisations,”
Walsh adds. “Finally, I’m
going to explore the kinds
of cognitive upgrades that
we, as human leaders,

will need to make to our
own decision-making
processes, if we want to
continue being relevant in
an age of algorithms, AI
and automation.”
The theme of this year’s
conference is ‘Navigating
through change’, and Walsh
believes that surviving
change has a lot to do with
agility. “In my view, agility is
more than being fast – it is
about a company’s ability to
respond to sudden changes
in their environment,
whether it be customer
needs, new competitors or
changes in the economy,”
he comments.
The key to being agile
is looking for ways to
redesign your organisation
for responsiveness. “I will
be talking about a few of
these, but here are the
headlines: Hire people
energised by unknowns,
design more social work
environments, invest
in more collaborative
communication tools and
use data to hack your work
culture,” Walsh concludes.

Location: Basement 2

I

WiTR MEETING,
MONDAY 9 MAY

TRAVEL & HOTEL DESK

A

For your convenience, cloakroom facilities are available on entering the exhibition.

L

Location: Basement 2 & Level 1

R

E

T

The Pacific World team will be pleased to assist you with your travel and hotel requests, including any queries.

ENJOY LAURENTPERRIER CHAMPAGNE
TONIGHT
Laurent-Perrier will be the official champagne poured during tonight’s
Welcome Cocktail and Wednesday’s Singapore Swing Party. Originally
founded in 1812, the House of Laurent-Perrier is today acknowledged as
one of the greatest family-owned champagne brands the world over. Each
of the wines is born of a creative approach and a quest for pleasure and
enjoyment. The different cuvées each have their own history and personality.
The new limited edition Cuvée Rosé offer is now available exclusively in
travel retail. A collector’s item for 2016, the “Ribbon” cage sets off the iconic
Cuvée Rosé Laurent-Perrier bottle perfectly within its interlaced rose gold
bracelets. Cuvée Rosé Laurent-Perrier is said to be a benchmark for rosé
champagnes. Its charm is expressed not only in the quality of the wine itself,
but also with its elegant bottle and the signature of its original oval label.
Its unique colour, aromas of fresh berry fruits, and roundness on the palate
make Cuvée Rosé Laurent-Perrier the quintessential “vin de plaisir”.

Women in Travel Retail (WiTR) will once again
be meeting in Singapore, immediately after the
TFWA Asia Pacific Conference on Monday 9 May.
The meeting takes place in the TFWA Asia Pacific
Bar on Level 4 of the Marina Bay Sands Expo &
Convention Centre.
All women in the duty free and tax free industry are
invited for an hour of chatter and exchange of views
and experiences. It will also be an opportunity to
hear about WiTR’s major charity this year, Sunrise
Cambodia, and to meet Erin Lillis-Arrowsmith from
Lacoste who nominated the charity.
The target is to raise US$15,000 (€14,000) to build
and equip two classrooms at Sunrise’s Siem Reap
Learning Centre. Sunrise Learning Centre opens
the door to the poorer sectors of the community
by providing them with the opportunity to learn
a foreign language. Poor children are given
free classes in English. These skills empower
disadvantaged and vulnerable people to find good
jobs in this burgeoning tourist city.
WiTR extends its thanks once again to TFWA for
its ongoing support, and providing the facilities for
the meeting.
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Lacoste’s Erin Lillis-Arrowsmith: “I have been to Siem
Reap many times and seen the amazing work that
the Learning Centre does, but they desperately need
more classrooms and equipment to meet the demand.
Learning English is so important to help these children
to break the cycle of poverty and to give them a future.”

CONFERENCE & WORKSHOPS
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NAVIGATING
THROUGH
CHANGE

KEVIN CHIANG
President, Ever Rich Corporation

This year’s conference and workshops programme features a change
of format, with two plenary sessions in the morning, followed by three
themed, simultaneous workshops in the afternoon. The conference
theme running throughout is ‘Navigating through change’.

MONDAY 9 MAY 2016

JACK MACGOWAN
CEO Aer Rianta International

09:00-11:00, PLENARY SESSION 1:
NAVIGATING THROUGH CHANGE

11:30-13:15, PLENARY SESSION 2:
NAVIGATING THROUGH CHANGE

Main Ballroom, Marina Bay Sands Expo & Convention Centre, Level 5

Main Ballroom, Marina Bay Sands Expo & Convention Centre, Level 5

Translation available in
Mandarin and Japanese
If the Asia Pacific region remains the
growth driver of the global duty free &
travel retail industry, it is nonetheless
facing a period of intense change and
volatility. Exchange rate fluctuations,
geopolitical tensions and slower economic
progress in key markets – notably China
– are having a significant impact on the
brands and retailers who have become
accustomed to uninterrupted growth in
Asia Pacific. And it is not just the context
surrounding the industry that is changing – the way in which consumers behave
is also evolving at a rapid pace, driven
by a new generation of travellers whose
priorities are very different from those of
their parents.
This year’s TFWA Asia Pacific Conference
is themed Navigating through change, and
will explore the various changes influencing
our industry’s progress in the region, from
the macro-economic context to the shifting
corporate landscape. The event will also
look in detail at the needs and expectations
of younger travellers, to whom the industry
must adapt if it is to flourish.
In a change to the format of previous years,
the conference will feature two plenary
sessions during the morning, followed by
three themed, simultaneous workshops
after lunch. At the close of the conference
at 16:00, delegates are invited to attend an
informal networking session and enjoy the
refreshments provided.
ERIK JUUL-MORTENSEN,
PRESIDENT, TAX FREE WORLD ASSOCIATION
At a time of instability in Asia Pacific
and beyond, TFWA President Erik JuulMortensen will present the latest available
data on travel retail performance and
comment on the changes that are shaping
the industry, on a regional and global level.

JAYA SINGH, PRESIDENT, ASIA PACIFIC
TRAVEL RETAIL ASSOCIATION
As part of its mission to represent and
promote the regional industry, APTRA
plays a key role in monitoring the shifts
and trends that will have an impact on
its members. President Jaya Singh will
present APTRA’s vision of the challenges
ahead for travel retail in Asia Pacific.
KISHORE MAHBUBANI, AUTHOR,
DIPLOMAT, DEAN OF THE LEE KUAN YEW
SCHOOL OF PUBLIC POLICY
Kishore Mahbubani is one of the most
respected voices in Asia. A prolific writer
and former Singaporean ambassador to
the UN, he has a unique perspective on
Asian and global affairs, and on the role the
region can and should play on the world
stage. Prof Mahbubani will address the
current political and economic challenges
facing Asia Pacific, and the implications for
companies in the region.

Translation available in
Mandarin and Japanese
This session of the TFWA Asia Pacific
Conference will bring together the
leaders of three of the world’s top travel
retailers. They will give their vision
of the evolving industry landscape, of
emerging consumer and travel trends,
and how they are adapting their companies’ strategies accordingly.
During this session, delegates will hear
from the head of the world’s leading
luxury travel retailer: Philippe Schaus,
CEO of DFS Group. Amid challenging
times in Asia in particular, Schaus will
explain how the retailer is adapting to
change, and creating a platform for
durable growth.
Fresh from key contract gains in the
Middle East and Australasia, Aer Rianta

International is one of the companies
seeking to extend its footprint in the
region. The company’s CEO Jack
MacGowan will offer his vision of the
changes our industry is undergoing.
At a time of rapid expansion for
Taiwan’s leading travel retailer, Ever
Rich Corporation President Kevin
Chiang will explain how his company is
investing for the future, both on- and
off-airport.

Both morning sessions will be moderated
by John Rimmer, Conference, Research
and Corporate Affairs Director, Tax Free
World Association.

13:15-14:30
BUSINESS NETWORKING LUNCH
Marina Bay Sands Expo & Convention
Centre, Level 5

MIKE WALSH, FUTURIST, AUTHOR AND
CEO OF TOMORROW
In a world subject to disruptive changes
that are forcing companies to constantly
reassess their strategies, what will
tomorrow look like for the duty free
& travel retail industry? “21st century
business designer” Mike Walsh is a global
authority on the subject of disruptive
change, and advises business leaders on
how to thrive in volatile times.

The plenary session will be moderated by
John Rimmer, Conference, Research and
Corporate Affairs Director, Tax Free World
Association.

11:00-11:30
BUSINESS NETWORKING WITH COFFEE
SARAH BRANQUINHO
President, European Travel Retail Confederation
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CONFERENCE & WORKSHOPS
Visual Identity System

A6. 01
标志与英文组合形式

2016 CONFERENCE & WORKSHOPS SPONSORS

为适应不同的场合环境、工艺、材料、尺寸规

标志与英文组合形式

范、文化需要，把标志和标准字进行多种组
合，使视觉形象在不同情况下始终保持一致。

标准品牌标识使用原则（上下组合）

Platinum:

标准品牌标识为我们对外展现形象的首选，在
不受应用条件影响的前提下，要尽可能的应用
在各种媒介和环境中。

1

品牌标识横式组合使用原则
上下组合
在横向狭长空间的限制下，使用品牌标识的横
式组合能够更好的呈现我们的品牌形象，并能
扩大品牌的关注度。

品牌标识竖式组合使用原则

Conference portfolio:

Conference lanyard:
在纵向狭长空间的限制下，使用品牌标识的竖
式组合能够更好的呈现我们的品牌形象，并能
扩大品牌的关注度。

2

中免在对外传播过程中，
共有三种组合形式

横式组合

标志与英文组合规范
根据使用空间的不同共有三种组合形式。如左
图所示。
1/ 上下组合

AMOS XU

2/ 横式组合

3/ 竖式组合
Bookmark your dedicated TFWA Asia Pacific Conference
app at

Deputy General Manager and
Investment & Procurement Director,
Haikou Meilan Airport Duty Free

www.pigeonhole.at Access code: TFWAAP2016

14:30-16:00 AFTERNOON WORKSHOPS
Please note: Workshops A, B & C run simultaneously

WORKSHOP A: OFF-AIRPORT DUTY FREE: ASIA
PACIFIC’S POWERHOUSE

WORKSHOP B: TRACKING
THE MILLENNIAL
3 竖式组合
TRAVELLER

WORKSHOP C: SAFEGUARDING
OUR INDUSTRY’S FUTURE

Main Ballroom, Marina Bay Sands Expo &
Convention Centre, Level 5

Breakout Room 1, Marina Bay Sands Expo &
Convention Centre, Level 5

Breakout Room 2, Marina Bay Sands Expo &
Convention Centre, Level 5

How can our industry remain – some might say, become
– relevant to a new generation of travellers whose priorities, needs and expectations are very different to those of
their parents?
Arguably, the most profound changes facing our industry
are linked to changes in consumer behaviour, driven
by the emerging generation of “Millennials”. A clearer
understanding of the factors shaping their brand and
travel choices, along with their perceptions of traditional
retail, is essential for the duty free & travel retail industry
to prosper in the years ahead.
The ‘Tracking the Millennial traveller’ workshop will
hear the perspectives of two influential Singapore-based
bloggers and influencers, Uli Chan and Christabel Chua,
who will share their perspectives on how they and their
peers shop, travel and engage with brands. Delegates
will also hear from Grant Fleming, Operations and
Marketing Director Asia at Lagardère Travel Retail, one of
Asia Pacific’s leading operators, and from Emma Dudley,
Specialist, McKinsey & Company Singapore.

During volatile times, it is even more important for the
various stakeholders in the duty free & travel retail
industry to be aware of potential thr eats to growth. Such
threats are numerous, in Asia Pacific and worldwide;
among other issues, they concern packaging regulations,
air passenger rights, and restrictions on categories
such as liquor and tobacco. A clear understanding of the
implications of these issues, and of the action needed to
confront them, is essential for all those who wish to see
our industry develop and thrive.
In this open forum, delegates will hear from the industry
representatives who are leading the dialogue with governmental and other authorities on the issues that directly
concern duty free & travel retail. The latest industry data,
including highlights of the recent Economic Impact Study
commissioned by the Duty Free World Council, will also
be presented.
All delegates, including trade press, are encouraged to
attend a session that will address the most pressing
issues requiring action and a united front from our
industry – across all regions and product categories.
Speakers will include Sarah Branquinho, President,
European Travel Retail Confederation; Andrew
Gardiner, Board Member, Asia Pacific Travel Retail
Association and Chief of Retail & Launceston, Australia
Pacific Airports (Melbourne); Frank O’Connell,
President, Duty Free World Council; and Laurens van
den Oever, GfK Global Head Travel & Hospitality, who
will present some of the company’s latest data on the
travelling, connected consumer.

Translation available in
Mandarin and Japanese
Airport retail may remain our industry’s largest, highestprofile sector, but available data suggests that faster
growth is being registered beyond the confines of the
airport – in downtown duty free outlets, or in other
large-scale retail environments with duty free status. In
Asia Pacific in particular, ambitious off-airport projects
are underway that are redefining the scope of the travel
retail industry.
In this session, entitled ‘Off-airport duty free: Asia Pacific’s
powerhouse’, retailers active in the sector will explore and
explain some of the major retail projects in development.
The session will also look at product trends, customer
behaviour and other factors that differentiate the market
from other sectors within the industry.
Speakers will include Amos Xu, Deputy General Manager
and Investment & Procurement Director at Haikou Meilan
Airport Duty Free, leader of three ambitious off-airport
duty free projects underway on Hainan Island in China;
Hyunah Ahn, Integrated Marketing Communications
Director at Hanwha Galleria Timeworld Co. Ltd,
operator of a number of Galleria Duty Free outlets in
Korea; and Peter Mohn, Owner and CEO of m1nd-set,
author of a major recent report on downtown duty free
shoppers in Asia.

This session will be moderated by Charlotte Turner,
Managing Editor, The Travel Retail Business.

This session will be moderated by Dermot Davitt,
President, The Moodie Davitt Report.

This session will be moderated by Michael Barrett,
Executive Officer, Asia Pacific Travel Retail Association.

16:00-17:00

AFTERNOON NETWORKING SESSION WITH REFRESHMENTS

17:00

TFWA ASIA PACIFIC BAR OPENS

Foyer area, Marina Bay Sands Expo & Convention Centre, Level 5

Marina Bay Sands Expo & Convention Centre, Level 4
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NEW & RETURNING EXHIBITORS 

WELCOME TO
ASIA PACIFIC
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The Asia Pacific region is the world’s largest in terms of duty free and
travel retail sales. Indeed, this dynamism is reflected in the ever-growing
number of brands either exhibiting at TFWA Asia Pacific Exhibition &
Conference for the first time, or returning after an absence. Here we
profile a selection. Further instalments of our focus on new & returning
exhibitors will follow in subsequent issues of the TFWA Daily.

ILLVA SARONNO 01

TIMELESS TRUTH 02

BASEMENT 2 B8

LEVEL 1 Q7

WHO ARE YOU?
Illva Saronno S.p.A. is part
of the Group Illva Saronno
Holding S.p.A., the parent
company of a diversified
group whose business lines
are alcoholic beverages,
semi-finished products for
ice-creams, baked goods
and optical lenses.

WHO BUYS YOUR
PRODUCTS?
The liqueurs category is
well established in many
regions of travel retail
– with brands that have
been in demand for many
years, such as our own
Disaronno and Tia Maria.
Both appeal to a wide age
range and demographic.
Disaronno, in particular,
is well positioned to
capture the growing young
traveller (25+) and the
increasing importance of
the female shopper.
Our limited editions, such
as Disaronno Riserva and

the Disaronno designer
partnerships (Moschino,
Versace, Roberto Cavalli),
are targeted at consumers looking for premium
quality, unique packaging
and unusual products.

WHY EXHIBIT NOW?
For the past two years Illva
Saronno has put a stronger
focus on the travel retail
market generally. We
exhibited at TFWA World
Exhibition & Conference
for the first time in 2014
and now believe the time
is right to focus more
attention on the Asia
Pacific region. We believe
that our Disaronno Riserva
is particularly suitable for
buyers in Asia Pacific.

WHAT ARE YOUR
OBJECTIVES?
Our objectives are to
network and create
valuable new contacts to
help expand our travel

retail business in Asia
Pacific. We will be using
the show as an opportunity
to discuss with buyers the
new Disaronno limited
edition for 2016/2017.

WHAT IS YOUR UNIQUE
SELLING POINT (USP)?
Our product range and
our core lines – notably
Disaronno and Tia Maria
– are established liqueurs
with a global reputation.
Today, we try to create
unique products based on
our core range. Since 2013
we have partnered with
a different major fashion
label each year to create
a limited edition bottle
design for Disaronno. With
Moschino in 2013, Versace
in 2014, Roberto Cavalli in
2015, and a new exciting
collaboration in 2016 still
to be revealed, the limited
editions are a huge hit and
something that is exclusively done by Disaronno.

WHO ARE YOU?
Timeless Truth, founded in
Taiwan, is a sophisticated
label skincare manufacturer specialising in the
production of technically advanced, natural
skincare products.

WHO BUYS YOUR
PRODUCTS?
We have a great customer
base around the world,
including Four Seasons
hotels, department stores
such as Le Bon Marche in
France, Manor in Switzerland, and beauty stores/
salons. We have different
product ranges targeted
for different groups of end
users. The products are
for everyone who wants to
have a more youthful and
healthy complexion.

WHY EXHIBIT NOW?
We have provided our
beauty products for
inflight shipping to

Luxair, Transavia and Air
Caraïbes, three airlines
in Europe, and at duty
free stores in Taiwan.
We would like to have a
good chance to make new
trade contacts to provide
our great products to
everyone, and to share the
best, easy way to take care
of the skin, especially for
travellers who need quick
treatments on the go. This
opportunity is not just for
us to expose our brand – it
is also to learn more about
industry updates at TFWA
Asia Pacific Exhibition &
Conference.

WHAT ARE YOUR
OBJECTIVES?
We have confidence in our
products and would like to
share these, and the story
of Timeless Truth. Our
products are ideal for all
women and men. We pride
ourselves as an innovative
facial sheet mask brand,

but the concept of using
facial sheet masks for
skincare is still relatively
new to most countries.
The major challenge we
face right now is to change
the skincare habit of
the consumer; it simply
takes time to convince the
consumer, and exhibiting at TFWA Asia Pacific
Exhibition & Conference
is a very good chance to
introduce our products to
everyone.

WHAT IS YOUR USP?
Timeless Truth provides
a broad range of mask
products. Our products
have been thoroughly
researched and tested
to cover a wide range of
skincare needs. Clinical
studies by IEC and Evic
France show that our
products deliver highperformance results.
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NEW & RETURNING EXHIBITORS

04

ODM DINGJUN INTERNATIONAL HOLDINGS 03

CAVENDISH & HARVEY 04

LEVEL 1 N9

BASEMENT 2 M3

WHO ARE YOU?
ODM Dingjun International
Holdings, established
in 1999, is a subsidiary
of SWEDA Group since
1978. We are a dynamic
and market-driven
company, specialising in
the design, marketing,
e-commerce and distribution of branded watches.
We have a self-owned
brand of ODM watches,
established in 1999, and
a licensing brand of LEE
Watches for the APEC
region since 2015.
‘Fun & Trendy’ is the
concept behind the ODM
brand. Our aim is to
adopt new technologies
and design innovative
ornamental wristwatches.
LEE Watches: Our aim
is to extend the brand
image and values to LEE
Watches and to develop
high-perceived-value
accessories by differentiated product strategy.

WHO BUYS YOUR
PRODUCTS?

WHAT ARE YOUR
OBJECTIVES?

ODM: We target people
who love innovative and
playful designs; love to try
new things, mixing and
matching; are fashionable
and trendsetting; mature,
yet young at heart; and
energetic and openminded.
LEE: Covers a wide
age range, from young
adults to a more mature
age group. This brand
targets consumers who
are fashionable and
trendsetting.

To seek new business
opportunities, both
inflight and with duty free
shops, and to obtain more
contacts in travel retail.

WHY EXHIBIT NOW?
This year our company
is focusing more on the
travel retail business. We
are exhibiting at TFWA
Asia Pacific Exhibition
& Conference to obtain
more contacts in travel
retail and more business
opportunities.

WHAT IS YOUR USP?
ODM is a dynamic
designer watch brand
since 1999. ‘Original, Fun
& Trendy’ and ‘be a talking
point’ are the concepts
behind the ODM brand.
Our aim is to adopt new
technologies and design
innovative ornamental
wristwatches.
LEE Watches: A wide
range of designs and
pricing suited to different
customers’ needs. We
adopt the LEE fashion
elements like denim,
cycling and 101+ premium
ideas into the watches –
you will see the LEE spirit
in the watches.

WHO ARE YOU?

WHY EXHIBIT NOW?

For more than 30 years,
Cavendish & Harvey
has dedicated itself to
the creation of mouthwatering confectionery
delicacies. From selection
of the finest ingredients
and development of
exquisite recipes, through
to our rigid quality standards, our guiding principle
always takes pride of
place.

Cavendish & Harvey
makes use of different
sales channels to reach
its global consumers. As
we already distribute our
products successfully in
several duty free channels
with partners in Europe,
Asia, and South America,
we now aim to expand
our presence in the travel
retail business. TFWA
Asia Pacific Exhibition &
Conference is the perfect
platform to present
our new product range,
launched exclusively in
travel retail this February.

WHO BUYS YOUR
PRODUCTS?
Our premium brand
Cavendish & Harvey
offers confectionery for
connoisseurs around the
world with a high affinity
to food and an elegant and
classical lifestyle. With our
high quality and premium
packaging, we target
high-end consumers.
This is supported by our
claim “Confectionery for
Connoisseurs”.

WHAT ARE YOUR
OBJECTIVES?
Besides presenting
our core products, it is
our main objective to
introduce our new travel
retail exclusive product
range. Our specialties –
delicious All the best Fruit
Drops, Finest English

Fudge, Belgian Toffees,
and Eclairs – have been
released in 600g pouches.
Additionally, we would
like to extend our strong
distribution in local
markets to the duty free
business.

WHAT IS YOUR USP?
Cavendish & Harvey offers
a product range that is
unique in travel retail. Our
premium sugar confectionery perfectly meets
the needs of grown-ups
looking for a special treat.
Cavendish & Harvey is
premium in all dimensions. Taste, quality and
design are on a higher
level than the standard
market. Our finest
confectionery is available
in different packaging
formats with a stylish and
modern premium design.
They are perfect as a gift,
for sharing, and treating
yourself.

Visit us at

Basement 2 - Stand A14

Intriguing combinations.
extraordinarily delicious.
TRAVEL READY

Arriving at Stand #G29, TFWA Singapore
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PREMIUM
INDULGENCE

From souvenir and destination confectionery through to the exciting additions from
both traditional and modern chocolatiers. Jessica Mason looks at ways the sweet
sector is being shaped by trends in both indulgence and culinary artistry.
The confectionery sector is
reflecting modern trends in
gastronomy, good living and
virtuous lifestyle choices. In
global travel retail, what we are
also seeing is a blend between
keen understanding in eye-catching presentation, convenience,
exclusivity and souvenir-based
buys too. With the advancement
in digital; with smartphones

always at the ready to create
envy-inducing socially shared
pictures, there is plenty to elevate
mouth-watering displays as well
as destination items.
So, what’s in store? Nelly
Sannwald, Travel Retail
Manager, Leonidas (Basement 2
D31), says: “We will be launching the first colourful designs
in the Leonidas Destination

Collection, including versions
for Singapore, Hong Kong,
Amsterdam, Brussels and
London, which have been created
in response to demand from
retailers for souvenir presentations of premium confectionery.
The travel-exclusive Destination
gift boxes (230g) each contain
an assortment of 19 dark, white
and milk chocolates, including

Cavendish & Harvey specialties are
now available in 600g pouches.
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traditional pralines, ganache
pralines and caramel chocolates,
all of which are alcohol-free.”
The show also promises a
host of full ranges available
from stalwarts like Haribo
(Basement 2 C28) and Lindt
(Basement 2 H2), which at
differing ends of the sweet
spectrum, still manage to
stand out from the crowd.
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01 Leonidas launches the first colourful
designs in its Leonidas Destination
Collection, which have been created
in response to demand from retailers
for souvenir presentations of premium
confectionery.

01

02 Haribo has some colourful additions
to showcase at TFWA Asia Pacific
Exhibition & Conference, including new
re-sealable pouches of the travelexclusive Air-Parade.
03 Lindt is introducing a Swiss
Masterpieces gift multi-buy of 3 x 145g
Swiss Masterpieces boxes.
04 Godiva recently unveiled its 90th
Anniversary Gold Collection, an 18-piece
assortment of chocolates encased in a
beautiful gold and rainbow-coloured box
designed by Belgian artist Oli-B.

“Haribo has some colourful
additions to the collection to
showcase in Singapore, including our new re-sealable Pouches
(250g/750g) of our best-selling
brands Goldbears, Happy Cola,
Starmix and the travel-exclusive
Air-Parade,” comments Haribo
Head of Travel Retail Juan
Miguel Cabrera.
From Lindt, the show will
feature its 13 types of finest
Swiss-made praline. “The range
appeals to all tastes, and the
elegantly packaged selection
features stylish gold wrapping
and hand-tied ribbons, making
them the perfect gift for a range
of occasions,” explains Peter
Zehnder, Head of the Lindt
& Sprüngli Global Duty Free
Division.
Lindt is also introducing a Swiss
Masterpieces gift multi-buy of 3
x 145g boxes in Singapore. “The
range will be supplemented
by the Swiss Masterpieces
mini-pralines collection of 25
miniature Swiss Masterpieces,
and a special festive selection

of pralines for the celebrations
of Christmas and Chinese New
Year,” Zehnder adds.
This year Godiva (Basement
2 E2) is celebrating its 90th
anniversary and plans to do it in
style. “We recently unveiled our
90th Anniversary Gold Collection, an 18-piece assortment of
chocolates encased in a beautiful gold and rainbow-coloured
box designed by Belgian artist
Oli-B, which will be showcased
in Singapore,” says Matthew
Hodges, General Manager
Global Travel Retail, Godiva.
“Our second celebratory limited
edition is the new Godiva Collection Anniversaire Truffes, a new
travel retail exclusive truffles
assortment that combines our
Chefs Chocolatiers’ traditional
truffles with some new textures
and flavours.”
From Hershey World Travel
Retail (Basement 2 G29), the
focus is on new flavour and
format more suited to the
channel, showing the brand
owner understands how

packaging that allows sharing
of confectionery has become
more useful to those travelling
and making impulse purchases.
“For Singapore, the focus will be
around our new Brookside Tablet
Bars launching early June,
as well as some new flavours
within the Brookside pouches,”
explains Steve Bentz, Hershey’s
World Travel Retail Team
General Manager.
Nestlé International Travel Retail
(NITR) (Basement 2 K29) is
presenting myriad new products
this year, including KitKat,
Smarties and super-premium
chocolate brand Cailler. Cailler,
which was introduced to the
travel retail channel at the end
of 2015, is set to capitalise on
the fast-growing super-premium
confectionery segment. “Each
Cailler box is distinctive and
displays hand-designed artwork
by Swiss paper-cut artist,
Marianne Dubuis, where each
design tells a part of the brand
story,” says Alan Brennan,
Global Head of Sales, NITR.
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KitKat, NITR’s number one
confectionery brand, presents
its new stand-alone variant
Chunky Peanut Butter, which
was launched in travel retail in
March 2016. TFWA Asia Pacific
Exhibition & Conference visitors
will also have the opportunity
to preview the next KitKat
travel retail activation, which
will launch globally over the
summer. “The ‘However you
break, share it’ activation will
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be in line with the global brand
campaign, aiming to encourage
‘breakers’ from around the world
to celebrate and share their
own unique break moments,”
Brennan explains.
NITR is also showcasing two
novelties for Smarties – the
recently-launched ‘Smarties
Animal Planet’ pack and the
limited edition orange and
blue single-colour giant tubes.
“Smarties Animal Planet packs
include 12 assorted milk chocolate pralines filled with milk
cream and decorated with colourful mini Smarties,” Brennan
adds. “The limited edition orange
and blue single colour giant
tubes will launch in the summer
of 2016. The orange variant is a
travel retail exclusive.”

03
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There are more exclusives too,
with the likes of Cavendish
& Harvey’s (Basement 2 M3)
exciting new range. “TFWA Asia
Pacific Exhibition & Conference
is the perfect platform to present
our new product range that
has been launched exclusively
in travel retail this February,”
explains Mona Mieske, Junior
Product Manager, Cavendish
& Harvey. “Our Cavendish &
Harvey specialties – delicious

All the best Fruit Drops, Finest
English Fudge, Belgian Toffees,
and Eclairs – are now available
in 600g pouches.”
Perfetti Van Melle (Basement
2 E29) is presenting the latest
innovations from Chupa Chups
and Mentos. “We realised that
for Mentos we have been quite
limited in our assortment,
especially with the kids assortment. For this reason we are
launching a brand new Mentos
toy, which is a dispenser in the
shape of a UFO, packed in a
box including eight mini rolls of
Mentos to fill it up,” says Susan
De Vree, Perfetti Van Melle
Manager Global Travel Retail.
“Next to that we will launch a
refreshing candy under Mentos
called Now Mints. Little but

In the spotlight at TFWA Asia Pacific Exhibition & Conference Ferrero Travel Market presents the new Ferrero Rocher Souvenir Collection.
Decorated with national icons, each gift box is packed with 48 luxurious Ferrero Rocher pralines making them perfect souvenirs. In previous
polls* consumers gave the Ferrero Rocher Souvenir Collection top marks on gift-ability and premiumness, saying that this modern presentation
is very attractive and has great shelf-appeal.
With nine country designs ready, a World Traveller edition to suit all markets and more on their way,
this exciting new collection is ideal for premium gifting wherever you are.
* Counter Intelligence Retail, Ferrero Rocher Quantitative Research 2015.

Please visit us at TFWA Singapore, Stand N1 Basement 2, from 8th to 12th of May and discover the whole portfolio
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very tasteful mints packed in a
convenient tin, 120 pieces and
available in three flavours – Euca
mint, Sweet mint and Strawberry. The third NPD for Mentos
is a (young) adult gifting item, a
secret book with an eye-catching
travel related design including
eight Mentos Fruit rolls.”
Meanwhile, new for Chupa
05 Hershey’s presence at TFWA Asia Pacific
Exhibition & Conference includes a focus
on the new flavours within its Brookside
pouches range.
06 Perfetti Van Melle is showcasing the
new Chupa Chups Sweet Magnet, featuring
four messages: Thank you, Love You,
Miss You and Want You. Each sweet
message comes with eight different mini
fruity lollipops.
07 Each Cailler box from Nestlé
International Travel Retail is distinctive and
displays hand-designed artwork by Swiss
paper-cut artist, Marianne Dubuis, where
each design tells a part of the brand story.
08 For the travel retail market, Goldkenn
offers novelties in terms of packaging,
but with a new recipe of assorted
Mini’s chocolates.
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Chups is a magnet with four
special messages – Thank you,
Love you, Miss you and Want you.
“Besides the magnet we will
be launching a pouch bag with
super sour mini lollipops and a
fun pen. Two pens with edible
sugar ink, four lollipops and
edible paper to write on with the
pens,” De Vree adds.
Butlers Chocolates (Basement 2
C31) is showcasing a number of
key lines, including the Dessert
Menu, the Cocktail Menu and
Rose Gold luxury assortments.
“We will also exhibit a number
of popular travel retail exclusive
products, including Butlers
Caramel and Nut Chocolates
along with premium Butlers
assortments,” comments Aisling
Walsh, Marketing Director,
Butlers Chocolates. “Also on
display will be Butlers 200g Bars
– filled with the popular flavours
of Irish Cream and Irish Whiskey
Truffle.”
Choko La’s (Basement 2 J2)
eye-catching trademark orange

TREND: HEALTH & ANTIOXIDANTS
“We see a growing trend towards healthier snacks in the confectionery and chocolate category. There
is a big trend towards snacks that are a bit healthier, with dark chocolate and fruit being particularly
popular,” says Steve Bentz, Hershey’s World Travel Retail Team General Manager. “To this end, we
are continuing to promote our Brookside brand – dark chocolate covered fruit based snacks and bars –
already one of the fastest growing brands in travel retail. The Brookside products include fruit flavoured
centres, crunchy clusters and whole fruits covered in smooth dark chocolate.”
Meanwhile, there is renewed interest in the antioxidant properties of Matcha green tea. Steven Candries,
Sales Director, Guylian (Basement 2 H26), comments: “Tea in chocolate is a trend that arises from Asian
tea cultures. The authentic tea ritual is very important and the drink has been praised for centuries for
its many health benefits. One of the most exclusive and sought-after teas is Matcha green tea. This dried
green tea variant is rich in antioxidants and offers a pure and earthy taste.”
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displays are turning heads in the
east. Its signature product ‘Sweet
Memories of India’ hits the
destination and souvenir trend
and the brand is gaining traction
with its unique presentation.
Choko La COO Vibhu Mahajan
says the brand has had some
“very positive responses for
Sweet Memories of India”
and “to promote this product
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aggressively Nuance has agreed
for an exclusive space and
gondola” where Choko La will
be using its “Sweet Memories of
India mascot – the elephant – as
the USP.”
Choko La has also “partnered
with Dufry Nuance in Bangalore,
Flemingo and DFS in Mumbai,
LS travel retail in Singapore
Changi Airport,” adds Mahajan.
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This year, Goldkenn (Basement 2
F26) is highlighting two novelties in terms of packaging for
travel retail, with a new recipe
of assorted Mini’s chocolate.
“Goldkenn has developed, for the
first time, a new shape with four
new recipes – Swiss milk chocolate, Swiss milk chocolate with
hazelnuts, Swiss dark chocolate
50%, and Swiss dark chocolate

World Travel Retail
Please visit us
in Singapore at
our booth C28!
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74% with nibs,” explains Yves
Linder, CEO Goldkenn.
Hawaiian Host (Basement 2
E28), manufacturer of Hawaii’s
original chocolate covered
macadamias, presents its
newest item – Paradise Delights
(17oz/127g) stand-up boutique
bag. “This new addition
features an assortment of
three Hawaiian Host signature
confections: AlohaMacs, which
are dry roasted macadamias
covered in their secret blend of
creamy milk chocolate or rich,
decadent dark chocolate, and
Maui Caramacs, another unique
island favourite with dry roasted
macadamias that are smothered in smooth, soft caramel
and covered in creamy milk
chocolate; all of which are made
with hand-selected, tropically

09 Butlers Chocolates is showcasing
a number of key lines, including the
Dessert Menu, the Cocktail Menu and
Rose Gold luxury assortments.
10 Latte Macchiato is the latest flavour
in Guylian’s Sea Horse chocolates.
The Belgian milk or white chocolate
shells are filled with a creamy and
aromatic Latte Macchiato coffee filling,
with notes of an Italian style espresso,
balanced by frothed milk.
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grown macadamia nuts,” says
Earl Kurisu, Managing Director
of Sales, Asia-Pacific, Hawaiian
Host.
Big news at Mars International
Travel Retail (MITR) (Basement 2
N29) is the continuing launch of
the world’s fifth largest domestic
chocolate brand, Galaxy, into
travel retail at the show. Aiming
to cement the chocolate bar’s
position as a top 10 confectionery brand, MITR brings the brand
to Asia with high ambitions for
travel retail. Currently the brand

TREND: FRUIT & FLAVOUR
Reigniting consumer interest in fruits and flavours is a prevalent trend. Guylian’s latest innovation is real
fruit, drenched in the finest Belgian chocolate. Also, its Latte Macchiato is the latest flavour in Guylian’s
Sea Horse chocolates and shows that the team is looking at drinks and culinary trends when considering
new flavours. “The Belgian milk or white chocolate shells are filled with a creamy and aromatic Latte
Macchiato coffee filling that brings notes of an Italian style espresso, balanced by the gentle touch of
frothed milk,” says Steven Candries, Sales Director, Guylian.
Meanwhile, Hawaiian Host highlights how unique and interesting flavours have impacted the industry.
“Consumers seem to be more adventurous with flavours and companies like us need to respond with new
innovative products,” notes Earl Kurisu, Managing Director of Sales, Asia-Pacific, Hawaiian Host.

E X T R A O R D I N A R Y C H O C O L AT E S O U V E N I R

Visit us at TFWA Singapore - G26
www.neuhaus.be
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is primarily distributed in travel retail
in parts of the Middle East and Asia, yet
Galaxy is the biggest chocolate brand
in the domestic market. The majority of
these sales come from just four markets:
UK, Middle East, America and China.
With these being the biggest travelling
markets, MITR sees huge opportunity for
its silky smooth chocolate brand.
“New Galaxy products are now available
in travel retail with two of MITR’s category
vision concepts in mind – ‘Showing
Thought’ and ‘Home Sweet Home’ –
both of which revolve around gifting,”
comments Matt Boulter, Category Director, MITR.
The products included in the range are
Galaxy Pouches: Mini bars of Smooth
milk, Caramel and Crispy; Galaxy

Multi-Pack: Six tablets that includes
three flavours; Smooth Milk, Caramel and
Cookie Crumble (4 x 114g and 2 x 135g)
and Galaxy Jewels: a mixture of flavoured
bonbons of Galaxy chocolate.

TFWA ASIA PACIFIC EXHIBITION & CONFERENCE ARRIVALS ISSUE 2016
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DESTINATION
“Today, travellers are more and more
eager to get special products, special
gifts to offer. The destination box is seen
not only as a gift that will please the
gourmets, but also as a great souvenir,”
says Edouard Hennebert, General
Manager and co-founder, La Cure
Gourmande (Basement 2 A8).
Perfetti Van Melle’s De Vree adds: “The
digital world is affecting the real world.
People love to share where they have
been. ‘See how great my life is…’ For this

12

reason destination items and products
with text are very popular.”
“Sense of place is the new buzz phrase
of the travel retail channel,” comments
Leonidas’ Sannwald. Leonidas has
responded with the launch of “a beautiful,
classy collection of souvenir chocolate
assortments aimed at key tourist
markets.”
“We will also show the retailers our new
Leonidas Batons multi-pack, a smart
presentation box containing five individually wrapped 50g batons in different
delicious flavours,” Sannwald adds.

ASIA PACIFIC IN PORTABLE FORMAT
USE OUR WEB APP TO ACCESS INFORMATION
ABOUT TFWA ASIA PACIFIC EXHIBITION & CONFERENCE
ON YOUR SMARTPHONE OR TABLET

GIFTING
Gifting is certainly an area where confectioners can go to town in terms of presentation. Items that are coined “affordable
luxury” can often answer the needs of the
buyer in terms of convenience, without it
looking like they made an impulse buy and
instead a much more thoughtful one.
“In 2016, we would like to focus on the ‘Mini
Bars’ gift boxes,” explains Marie-Pierre
Galler, Export Key Account Manager,
Galler (Basement 2 D02). “All gift boxes are
composed of an assortment of flavours.
Thus, each one finds its taste,” Galler adds.

11 Choko La’s eye-catching trademark orange
displays are turning heads in the east. Its
signature product ‘Sweet Memories of India’ hits
the destination and souvenir trend and the brand
is gaining traction with its unique presentation.
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12 “In 2016, we would like to focus on the ‘Mini
Bars’ gift boxes,” explains Marie-Pierre Galler,
Export Key Account Manager, Galler. “All gift boxes
are composed of an assortment of flavours. Thus,
each one finds its taste.”
13 Hong Kong and Singapore are the latest
releases in the new Ferrero Rocher T48
Destination collection. The travel-exclusive
souvenir packs, which are decorated with designs
of the most famous landmarks in each location,
contain 48 of the brand’s iconic chocolate pralines.

TREND: SUSTAINABILITY &
CONSERVATION

Our web app is accessible on any mobile OS via your browser.

“People are often looking for products with a very high quality, new taste or new
combination with chocolate – this is in our opinion the main point, and they have interest in sustainability,” says Goldkenn CEO Yves Linder.
Alan Brennan, Global Head of Sales, Nestlé International Travel Retail, also points out:
“Cailler chocolates are made from some of the finest ingredients available, including
selected cocoa beans from the Nestlé Cocoa Plan – an initiative to help farmers run
profitable farms, improve social conditions in the cocoa-growing communities and
source good quality, sustainable cocoa for Nestlé products.”
Guylian also shares in many of Project Seahorse’s biggest conservation successes,
including the creation of marine protected areas. “The iSeahorse app and website is
their most recent accomplishment,” explains Steven Candries, Sales Director, Guylian.
“This ‘citizen science’ tool allows anyone to upload a sighting of a seahorse in the wild
and thus provide Project Seahorse with vital data to improve seahorse conservation.”

GO TO: APP.TFWA.COM/APEC
18 – TFWA DAILY
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Ferrero Travel Market (Basement 2 N1)
is launching the latest designs in the
Ferrero Rocher T48 Destination collection, including gift boxes for Hong Kong
and Singapore. “These travel-exclusive
souvenir packs, which are decorated with
designs of the most famous landmarks
in each location, contain 48 of the brand’s
iconic chocolate pralines. France,
Germany, Italy, UK, China, Dubai and the
US are also on offer with a generic World
Traveller Edition to suit all markets,” says
Patrick Baubry, General Manager, Ferrero
Travel Market.
“Tic Tac is exhibiting its ‘Enjoy the little
things’ gifting collection, including the
Tic Tac Key Chain in a gift pack containing four mini boxes of mints, a Tic Tac
Key Fob with two mini boxes inside, an
iPhone Cover with a Tic Tac maze game
and three boxes of mints, and a Destination Collector’s Set of four souvenir T100
La Cure Gourmande’s destination box is seen not
only as a gift that will please the gourmets, but
also as a great souvenir.
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14 Hawaiian Host is highlighting its new green
tea chocolate covered macadamias – Maccha
Macs – at TFWA Asia Pacific Exhibition &
Conference. This new addition is made with a
combination of the finest chocolate ingredients
and refined Matcha green tea powder.

14
Tic Tac packs with images of famous
locations, while Kinder is offering three
new sharing pouches – Kinder Bueno
Minis (400g), Kinder Country Minis (420g)
and Kinder Chocolate Minis (460g),”
Baubry adds.
Meanwhile, Lindor Love is a new travel
retail exclusive range from Lindt that
is debuting at the show. “The range
comprises two popular 400g tubes, as
well as 250g and 75g boxed selections.
The packaging features heart-shaped
motifs, and is complemented by heartshaped POS,” comments Zehnder.

15 Big news at Mars International Travel
Retail is the continuing launch of the world’s
fifth largest domestic chocolate brand, Galaxy,
into travel retail. New products include Galaxy
Jewels – a mixture of flavoured bonbons
made from Galaxy chocolate.

have felt a steady trend towards more
premium chocolates, which are providing very easy gifts with high-quality
presentations appealing to vast traveller audiences from numerous nationalities,” explains Eric Carlier, Head of
Global Travel Retail, Valrhona. “These
travellers are not only purchasing
premium chocolates for gifts, but are
also very often indulging themselves
to celebrate their journey. So we can
see that the ultra premium chocolate
segment is growing at a very strong
pace, and is getting more and more

15
attention and space from operators on
all continents who are trying to make
the most of this exceptional growth
potential.”
Confectionery is beginning to stand out
and gain the upmarket reputation that it
has always rightly deserved. As Ferrero’s
Baubry concludes: “Retail activations
are now getting more and more sophisticated, reaching the benchmark of more
premium categories. This last point is
now becoming essential to increase the
penetration in-store, footfall and conversion for the category.”

AFFORDABLE LUXURY
An important trend observed in the
confectionery category is a higher
demand for premium products. Valrhona
(Basement 2 F32) is an ultra premium
chocolate producer and uses the tagline
‘from bean to bar’.
“In travel retail, in recent years, we

Learn more about the confectionery innovations
being presented at TFWA Asia Pacific Exhibition &
Conference by visiting the TFWA Product
Showcase (www.tfwaproductshowcase.com).
Scan this code to visit the TFWA Product Showcase

visit us at
Basement 2 J29

www.loacker.com

Loacker, pure goodness!

LEISURE AND SOCIAL ACTIVITIES

GOLF
Sunday 8 May, 07:15
Raffles Country Club
Coach will depart from
MBS’ Coach Terminal at
Basement 1 (between Tower
1 & Tower 2) at 05:45.
Budding Jordan Spieth’s can
tee-off the week at the popular
Golf Tournament, which this
year moves to a new venue – the
72-par Lake Course at Raffles
Country Club. The course offers
rolling fairways, deep bunkers
and fast, true greens. Fabulous
prizes await the players, with
competitions including the longest
drive and nearest the water.

IN PARTNERSHIP WITH:
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TA I
CHI
Sunday 8 May, 08:00
SkyPark, Level 57 of the
Marina Bay Sands Hotel

The tai chi returns for a
second year, with participants
enjoying some gentle early
morning movement and
relaxation, guided by two tai
chi masters. This low-impact
form of exercise is said to
have many health benefits,
including reduced stress,
improved balance and a
greater sense of well-being.
It’s the ideal opportunity to
prepare mind and body for a
busy week of business, with a
boost of spiritual energy.

TFWA ASIA
PACIFIC BAR

Sunday 8 May, 19:30
Raffles Hotel
The Welcome Cocktail returns to the iconic
Raffles Hotel. This year’s theme is Metamorphosis, inspired by the ancient Chinese art of paper
cutting. Guests will enjoy champagne, cocktails
and a delicious buffet, as they relax and network
with friends old and new.

Monday 9 May to Wednesday 11 May
18:00-19:30 (except Monday, open from 17:00)
Level 4, Marina Bay Sands Expo & Convention Centre
The TFWA Asia Pacific Bar is firmly established as a favourite
onsite networking venue, and is the perfect place to unwind with
friends and colleagues after a busy day of business. The large
terrace affords a spectacular view overlooking Marina Bay – a sight
not to be missed.

Entrance by invitation only (part of the full
delegate status)
Dress code: Smart casual
Shuttle service available from all major hotels

SOCIAL SCENE
ENTRANCE BY INVITATION ONLY – DRESS CODE: SMART

The 2016 SINGAPORE SWING PART Y
moves to Sentosa for some island fun in
a spectacular dreamscape setting. Enjoy celebrity
chef EMMANUEL STROOBANT’s exquisite
cuisine and revel in the full-moon ambience!

SENTOSA

Sentosa Island

MAMBO BEACH

SENTOSA GATEWAY

The programme of leisure and social activities at TFWA Asia Pacific Exhibition & Conference enhances a busy week
of business with many memorable highlights. Network, relax and enjoy – there is truly something for everyone.

Mambo Beach, Sentosa Island

WEDNESDAY 11 MAY - 20:00

MARINA BAY
SANDS HOTEL
U E S D AY 1 0 M AY 2 0 1 6 - 1 9 : 3 0
Tuesday T10
May, 19:30
M A N DA R I N O R I E N TA L H O T E L
Mandarin Oriental Hotel

Tuesday’s popular Chill-Out Party this year moves
to the Mandarin Oriental’s rooftop, with its stylish
pool and spectacular views over the city. Guests
can expect the drinks and music to be cool. The
poolside setting provides the ideal opportunity to
relax – be prepared for some aquatic action.
Entrance by invitation only (part of the full
delegate status)
Dress code: Casual
Shuttle service available from all major hotels
KINDLY
SPONSORED BY:

Wednesday 11 May, 20:00
Mambo Beach, Sentosa Island

FULL MOON I S COMI N G ...
Get ready for some island fun in a spectacular dreamscape setting at this
year’s Singapore Swing Party. Taking place on the stunning Sentosa Island,
guests can dance on the beach to a live band and DJ. Enjoy celebrity chef
Emmanuel Stroobant’s exquisite cuisine and revel in the full moon ambience.
Entrance by invitation only (part of the full delegate status)
Dress code: Smart
Shuttle service available from all major hotels
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NEW PRODUCTS
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NEW PRODUCT PREVIEWS
This year’s TFWA Asia Pacific
Exhibition & Conference is the
biggest yet, with more brands
and more exhibition space
than ever before. This really
underlines the dynamism of
both the region and the travel
retail channel as a showcase
for the latest innovations.
Here we explore a selection
of the exciting new products
being introduced by some of
the world’s most engaging
brands. Look out for further
new product previews in
subsequent issues of the
TFWA Daily.

SMART
SPONGE
Spongellé, the new smart
sponge, brings a totally
new experience to the
consumer. The innovative
product is described as
an affordable luxury. It is
an “all in one treatment
system” with nourishing oil, natural skin
care ingredients and
a fragrance, delivered
multiple times by the
sponge/body buffer.
Spongellé is designed to

replace the everyday body
wash with a luxurious body
buffer infused with the
finest skin care ingredients
– Yuzu, Vetiver, Edelweiss,
Sea Kelp, Arnica, Coffee
and Mint – that will
transform the bathing
ritual into a beyond cleansing experience. In 2015, the
product was introduced to
several renowned retailers,
including Lotte, Galleria,
Shinsegae in Asia, and
Landmark in Middle East.
In the travel retail industry,
Spongellé has opened in all
channels, with airports
(US and Asia), airlines
(Europe and Asia),
border shops (US/
Canada and Latin
America) and cruise
ships and downtown
stores in the Caribbean.

Basement 2
H25

STATEMENT
JEWELLERY
Cheek to Cheek, the new
line created by Misaki’s
new Artistic Director
Virginie Boeri, is a collection of graphic, racy and
highly sensual pieces.
These new creations are
epitomised by superposition, links and pearls that
are placed side by side
and come together as if
“cheek to cheek”.
Cheek to Cheek is
available in both fine
jewellery and fashion
jewellery editions. The
fine jewellery edition,
called Cheek, contains a
beautiful collection of a
ring, bracelet, necklace,
pendant, and earrings,

After presenting its firstever Christmas Collection
designed by famous French
designer Christian Lacroix
during TFWA Asia Pacific
Exhibition & Conference last

year, this year Valrhona is
thrilled to introduce a brand
new Christmas Collection
made of three different gift
boxes. The bold initiative last
year met with considerable

JEWELLERY
FOR YOU
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CHRISTMAS
COLLECTION
interest among clients, and
tremendous success among
customers, more than
doubling Valrhona’s Christmas sales worldwide. The
2016 Christmas Collection
adds a third gift box to the
previous two, with chocolate
truffles added by popular

JCI Jewellery is showcasing its stunning new
brand, YOU, at TFWA
Asia Pacific Exhibition &
Conference. Presented
for the first time in the
Asia Pacific region, the
brand is a collection of
very delicate necklaces,
bracelets, and rings, which
is in line with the style

made from cultured
pearls and sterling silver.
The fashion jewellery
creations – Louise and
Rhythm – pay homage to
the must-have statement
jewellery piece. In this
collection, the handmade glass bead pearl is
juxtaposed with resin and
shagreen, the signature
materials of this new
punchy, colourful and
geometric collection. The
pieces are made to
be seen, with XL ring,
bangle, bracelet, bright
colours and necklaces
that are made to swing.

preferences of the Asian
consumer. YOU is a beautiful collection of jewellery
inspired by the individuality and independence of
every woman. It is about
empowerment, your own
way of living and how time,
travel and experience
come together to create
YOU. A key piece in the

demand. Christian Lacroix
has produced an even more
impactful rich and elegant
design, which is expected to
seduce travellers and boost
Valrhona’s Christmas sales
once again.

Basement 2 F32
collection is the Rose Gold
Trinity Necklace, which is
designed for the modern,
independent woman who
wants people to see her
for who she is. Consumers can decide how they
wear the piece – all three
pendants or just the one.
Plated in soft rose gold, a
subtle shimmer, and the
colour of the charms make
this piece unique and
feminine. To top it off, the
necklace is presented in a
beautiful box.
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Braun comes to TFWA
Asia Pacific Exhibition
& Conference this year
with its latest innovations
– the PrecisionTrimmer
PT 5090 and the new
BeardTrimmer BT 5090.
The PrecisionTrimmer
PT 5090 is Braun’s latest
addition to its portfolio
of high precision styling
devices. It is the perfect
travel companion, catering to all of the user’s
styling and trimming
needs – no need to take a
large trimmer along. Its
slim head ensures even
trimming and precise
edging of beard lines and
three trimming combs
allow for different length
settings. For maximum
flexibility the trimmer
can be used in the
shower.
Meanwhile, with its
new BeardTrimmer BT
5090, Braun offers more
ensure results that are
precise beard styles than
even, exact, reliable
ever before. The trimmer
and repeatable and the
features a precision
precision trimmer allows
dial to select settings
for easy shaping of
between 1mm
and 10mm.
moustache
or sideburns.
ADV KitKat
chunky.pdf
1
18/04/16
18:10
Two comb attachments
The dual battery system
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ensures constant
trimming power. For
maximum hygiene the
trimmer can be cleaned
under running water.

Basement 2 H11

ANIMA LIBERA is a
brand that was born
from a strong pulse of
technological and style
innovation developed by
RONCATO Srl. It is an
ambitious project that
combines tradition and
Italian style with a look
towards sophisticated
luxury and the totally
unconventional.
The project has evolved
and is called “EVOLUTION” – a suitcase that
won the challenge of
incompatibility between
polycarbonate and
aluminium. A special,
exclusive aluminium alloy
realised by RONCATO
Srl is applied on a
polycarbonate surface.
This innovation breaks
the classical aluminium
weight, making it lighter,
and more manageable.
From a design point of
view, the EVOLUTION

suitcase allows you to
customise the aluminium
panel with screen prints
and printed photographic
reproductions directly on
the front and back panel,
according to customer
preferences. Moreover,

the panel can be transformed into a leather
panel and become Model
E-LUX. Other truly innovative transformations are
promised in the future.

Basement 2 H5
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TEA
TIME

SMALL-BATCH
VODKAS
Chopin Vodka is a collection of small-batch, singleingredient vodkas owned
by the Dorda family. Every
bottle of Chopin is crafted
at the family’s distillery
under the watchful eye of
Master Distiller Waldemar
Durakiewicz. Chopin Vodka
is one of the last vodka
brands in the world to own
a distillery and produce
its own spirit from raw
ingredients. Nestled in the
Polish village of Krzesk,
the distillery allows the
Dorda family to control
production at every step –
from sourcing ingredients,
to fermentation, distillation
and bottling. The superb

STREET
STYLE
Danish jewellery brand
DYRBERG/KERN is
presenting its neverbefore-seen travel retail
collection for men. This

quality of Chopin Vodka
begins with the raw
and locally sourced
ingredients – potatoes,
rye and wheat. The
ingredients are
then cooked and
fermented before
they are distilled
four times in a
copper column
still. After the
spirit rests for
several weeks, the
alcohol is blended
with artesian water.
The result is vodka
of unparalleled
quality.

Basement 2 C02
new collection adds to the
existing, successful jewellery and watches portfolio,
and is being introduced to
meet a gap in the marketplace for men’s jewellery.
The collection includes
both raw arm-pieces and
watches, taking inspiration from the street, which
means that no matter your
style – hipster, suiter, or

CHOCOLATE
TEMPTATION
Guylian is a brand with
a rich heritage, which
distinguishes itself by
making premium Belgian
chocolates available to
everyone. The recognisable shapes and smooth,
creamy hazelnut praline
filling, mixed with

Kusmi Tea produces a
large variety of gourmet
tea blends and has
already conquered
plenty of European and
international tea lovers.
To enhance its position in
travel retail, and support
its development in Asia,
Kusmi Tea is making its
debut this year at TFWA
Asia Pacific Exhibition &
Conference.
Asia is a crucial market
for Kusmi Tea, in which
it intends to expand
massively. Hong Kong,
Singapore, Japan, Korea
and China are all priorities
for the French tea house,
which plans to focus in the

innovation and creativity
are just a few of Guylian’s
unique features.
At TFWA Asia Pacific
Exhibition & Conference
Guylian presents its
latest innovation, which
follows the global trend
for smaller portions – the

just the jeans-and-tee
type, there is a piece for
you. The collection allows
men to ‘mix n match’ the
styles, as all of the pieces
have been designed around
each other, to ensure
they all sit well together.
Available between $20
and $150, the collection
offers both twin pieces
and individual items.“This

bite-sized snack fruits,
drenched in Belgian
chocolate. Moreover,
Guylian launches two new
Sea Horse flavours – the
Asia-inspired Matcha Green
Tea filled chocolates, and
the creamy and aromatic
Latte Macchiato flavour,
inspired by an Italian style
espresso. To enrich the
Guylian experience, the
brand has also introduced
three new flavours to the
Guylian’s Temptations range
– soft Caramel, Crunchy
Biscuit and Latte Macchiato.
The Temptations range will
be presented in two exciting
new packaging concepts –
Tubo and the Flat Box.
Furthermore, the
refreshed Deluxe Assortment features an entirely
new packaging design with
a bright white colour and
radiant golden yellow.

Basement 2 H26

short-term on a presence
in airports and on partnerships with airlines to
support its regional plans.
Kusmi Tea will present its
story, values and products,
along with a brand new
concept dedicated to travel
retail. The ideally-sized
Travel set is exclusive to

the channel and presents
an assortment of its
best-selling teas. A special
edition – “Paris 1917” –
reminds of the Russian
origins of the brand, featuring a refashioned Eiffel
Tower made of tea flowers.

Basement 2 E26

is a very exciting time
for DYRBERG/KERN;
the release of our men’s
collection is another step
towards our objective to
become one of the leading
fashion jewellery brands
within travel retail,”
comments Jacob Olsen,
Travel Retail Manager.

Basement 2 D9

EYE-CATCHING
FRAGRANCES
Perfumer’s Workshop
International (PWI), the
niche fragrance specialist, is exhibiting at TFWA
Asia Pacific Exhibition &
Conference with its recently
extended Samba Metallics
portfolio. The two new
entries into the range are
Samba Ruby and Samba
Amber. Samba Ruby, for
women, is available in a
100ml EDP. The fragrance
radiates luscious freshness,
dramatic floral tones, and
glowing warmth for a lasting
impression. Meanwhile,
Samba Amber, for men, is
available in a 100ml EDT.
It has been created with
the idea of enhancing the
sensual warmth of amber
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with elements of luxurious,
masculine ingredients like
bourbon and leather. The
fragrance has a vibrant
blend of sparkling bergamot, and warm cinnamon.
With its eye-catching and
bold appearance, the
Samba Metallics range
brings a new concept
to the travel retail
industry – ‘SEE
FAST – BUY FAST’,
developed specifically to catch the
passengers eye.
Visitors also
have the
opportunity to
see the latest
additions
to PWI’s

‘niche’ fragrance portfolio,
Amouroud. The two new
fragrances, Midnight Rose
and Miel Sauvage, give the
range a broader appeal.
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LUXURY COGNACS
Deau Cognac is exhibiting
for the second time at
TFWA Asia Pacific Exhibition & Conference, aiming
to continue its expansion
into the Asia Pacific travel
retail market. With 40% of
its business currently in
Asia, and a new commercial office opened recently

in Shandong Province,
Tsing Tao, Deau returns to
Singapore hoping to build
on its relationships with
key Asian retailers.
This year, Deau is
showcasing its Cognac
Extra Black, which has
been given a ‘facelift’
with a more premium,

eye-catching black cover,
and gift pack.
Also on display is Privilège
cuvée – a unique blend of
Cognacs, slowly matured
in ageing cellars. The
cuvée has been improved,
receiving an upgrade to
both its look and taste.
The front label has been

replaced with an engraving, while the blend now
sits as a superior VSOP
– making it ideal for the
region.
Also perfect for travel
retail are Deau’s two
Tasting Boxes. Beautifully presented, they
enable consumers to try
either three, or all six of
the main Deau Cognac
expressions.

Basement 2 A02

RETRO
STYLE

imbued with a free-spirited
vibe. The strong spirit of
the TF5401 unisex model is
confirmed by metal clip-on
sunglass lenses, which can
be attached to the optical
frames in acetate. These can
be fastened using the screws
in the centre of the bridge.
Marcolin is presenting
Meanwhile, Ermenegildo
new styles from Tom Ford
Zegna presents its new
Eyewear and Ermenegildo
eyewear collection for
Zegna Eyewear. For Spring/
Spring/Summer 2016,
Summer 2016, Tom Ford
produced and distributed
Eyewear fuses vintage and
exclusively by Marcolin. Every
contemporary influences
item1 in the
new collection
into a collection
that
is
BUTLERS TFWA AD 2016 FAO.pdf
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Modern fashion accessories with a retro
twist, clearly inspired by the 60’s and the
glorious days of the Lambretta scooters.

Welcome to
Stand H30
CapELLa INDUSTRIES
jd@capellaind.com

expresses sophisticated
elegance thanks to the use
of unique and exquisite
elements and the creative
use of carefully selected
materials. Polished design
and retro allure define
sunglass style EZ0038. The
aviator-inspired front is
crafted in acetate, while an
elegant etching recreating
the iconic ‘Chevron’ motif
enhances the thin metal
temples.
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CLASSIC METHOD
Bottega is showcasing
its extensive portfolio
for travel retail at TFWA
Asia Pacific Exhibition & Conference. To
the Italian winery and
distillery, the region
represents a crucial
market, which it expects
to reach 50% of sales in
the long-term.
In Singapore, Bottega
will reinforce its
visibility in travel retail
and display its product
novelties. It will also
plan marketing activities

Bulgartabac, a
company with 69
years of tradition
and expertise in raw
tobacco processing
and trade, as well as
production of tobacco
products, is participating for the second
time at TFWA Asia
Pacific Exhibition &
Conference.
The company is
hoping to attract new
potential partners
and markets with
the launch of its new
products, focusing
on two of its main brands
– E♥A Slims and Exclusive Victory.

Butterfly Twists is a
British women’s footwear
brand loved by millions of
women across the world
that want to experience
more in life. Style and
adventure are key to the
design and construction
of the shoes.
Butterfly Twists will
present its new Jade
Slip on Shoes at TFWA
Asia Pacific Exhibition &
Conference. The collection incorporates memory
foam inner soles, flexible
grippy soles, and uppers
in a host of beautiful
tones, prints and materials that never compromise on style.
Inspired by the sport
luxe theme currently
in fashion, this shoe is
lightweight and feminine

and product training.
Furthermore, it will look
for selected listing with
Bottega Stardust – a
premium Prosecco bottle
entirely covered by a
‘galaxy’ of tiny crystals.
Bottega is introducing
a new product to its
range this year – Bottega
Classico. This is its first
sparkling wine obtained
using the Classic Method
(the Italian equivalent
of the French Méthode
Champenoise). A
brut white from Pinot

Nero grapes, it has a
straw-yellow colour,
and a brilliant, fine and
persistent perlage; the
bouquet is rich and
elegant, with primary
aromas of cherry and
rose. The taste is fresh
and structured, savoury,
with lively acidity. Soft
and creamy to the
palate, it is a wine with
a gentle and feminine
personality.

Basement 2
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HIGH-QUALITY
TOBACCO

E♥A Slims is a highquality Virginia blend
cigarette. It is offered

in a flat flip-top box,
97mm, monoacetate
filter. Its design is
specially created for
duty free markets and
the Far East. It has
become a modern,
feminine brand with
an increasing number
of consumers. Every
detail is important for
E♥A Slims, so that the
brand can offer elegant

style and a lovely taste.
Exclusive Victory is one of
Bulgartabac’s premium
brands. It is offered in
a hinge lid pack, 94mm,
monoacetate filter,
and round corner pack,
84mm, recessed filter,
both American blends,
made of selected highquality tobacco leaves.

INSPIRED BY
NATURE
Emile Chouriet is presenting its new Fair Lady collection of watches at TFWA
Asia Pacific Exhibition &
Conference. The collection features pieces with
designs that translate the
forms found in nature into
the language of watchmaking. Rather than simply
imitate a flower or the
wings of a butterfly, Emile
Chouriet has abstracted
new patterns to inform the
design of the watches, from
their dials to the bracelets.
The collection includes
several nature-inspired
watches. Fair Lady translates the forms of the lotus
flower into the language of
watchmaking – a beautiful
jewel with a pure design.
Butterfly abstracts a new
pattern to sublimate the
purity of frail wings into
the lasting beauty of the
craftsmanship of metal.
Alchimie features bright
mineral colours, and a

pure, cleanly-designed dial.
Magnolia is a refined
and captivating watch in
a 29mm diameter, and
with a metal case housing
a quartz movement. 12
natural diamonds are
placed in the velvet soft
blue dial, turning the
timepiece into a beautiful
flower. Meanwhile, Ice Cliff
has a bold design evoking
the ice and rock of glaciers.

Level 1 S12
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ENCHANTING
CLASSIC WITH A TWIST JEWELLERY
and shows Butterfly
Twists’ own ‘twist’ on a
classic. The lower vamp
silhouette elongates
the foot, making it
appear slender, while
also offering desirable
comfort underfoot with
the memory foam, which
is shock absorbent and
anti-bacterial.
Designed in London, each
collection is dedicated
to the zest for life and
glamour-cravings of its
most stylish inhabitants,
ensuring they feel ready
for anything.

The focus for Pica LéLa at
TFWA Asia Pacific Exhibition & Conference is on the
launch of its new Enchanted
collection. A stunning
feature of this collection is
that the centre stone flutters
when the pendant is hanging
straight. There is a dual
inspiration for Enchanted.
The fluttering of the centre
stone reflects the intricate
movement visible in the art of
ballet – the grace and quickness, the inherent beauty and
freedom. In parallel, it reflects
the mesmerising feeling
that you the observer have
on watching this intricate
dance, the quickening of your

Basement 2 D8
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heartbeat, and accordingly,
your ‘enchantment’.
The Pica LéLa team is also
excited to preview its latest
endeavour and upcoming
collection, Utopia, a story
of the brand’s natural
wonderland, Australia.
Inspired by Australian flora,
one of Australia’s greatest
treasures, this collection
depicts the floral emblems of
Australia. Australia features
an abundance of unique and
diverse plants of superlative
beauty, and which relate
an extraordinary story of
Australia’s antiquity.

Basement 2 F23
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THE ART OF CHOCOLATE
Lindt & Sprüngli is showcasing its key duty free brands at
TFWA Asia Pacific Exhibition
& Conference, including its
new Swiss Masterpieces
assorted pralines range
and new LINDOR variants.
LINDOR, with its unique
recipe and travel retail exclusive packaging, has proven
very popular with travellers.

The limited edition on-trend
orange tube features two
new flavours – cappuccino
and almond. This is complemented by a silver “edition
of the year” 2016, comprised
of four of LINDOR’s most
popular flavours – milk
chocolate, surfin dark
chocolate, strawberry and
coconut. Lindt chocolates

are known worldwide for
their incomparable taste
and fine melting texture.
The creation of such
fine chocolate is an art
that requires considerable expertise, experience,
dedication, and passion for
uncompromised quality.

Basement 2 H2

CHUNKY
FLAVOURS
Nestlé International
Travel Retail (NITR) is
presenting a selection
of new products for both
KITKAT and for SMARTIES in Singapore this
year.
KITKAT, NITR’s number
one confectionery brand,

UNIQUE AND ELEGANT
Cashmere and lifestyle
brand Pashma is launching a new range of men’s
scarves at TFWA Asia Pacific

Exhibition & Conference.
Crafted from unique blends
of cashmere, linen, silk, and
wool, with subtle yet elegant

motifs, this complements
the success of Pashma’s
line of women’s scarves,
which are listed on over 20
airlines and sold through its
boutiques and points of sale
in over 25 airports.
To occupy a niche in the
resort market, the brand
has also launched a new
line of printed pareos, using
its signature vibrant colours
and prints on fine cotton
and silk/cotton blended
fabrics. Besides being a
luxurious beach accessory,
this versatile product can be
used as a comfortable and
chic dress for an evening out.
Initial reactions to this collection have been extremely
positive, with a first listing on
KLM from May 2016.
Pashma is a luxury
cashmere and lifestyle brand
from India. In addition to the
launch of its new products,
it is exhibiting its Autumn
Winter Collection of Scarves
and Ready to Wear clothing.

Basement 2 G2
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is introducing its new
stand-alone variant
KITKAT Chunky Peanut
Butter, which was
launched in travel retail
in March 2016. KITKAT
Chunky Peanut Butter is
one of the best-selling
Chunky flavours globally;

its iconic packaging
houses six bars, making
it the ideal gift to share
with friends and family.
NITR is showcasing two
novelties for SMARTIES
– the recently-launched
SMARTIES Animal Planet
pack and the limited
edition orange and blue
single-colour giant tubes.
SMARTIES Animal Planet
packs include 12 assorted
milk chocolate pralines
filled with milk cream and
decorated with colourful

mini SMARTIES. From the
packaging, to the animal
faces and planet-shaped
bonbons, SMARTIES
Animal Planet packs offer
young consumers a fun
and educational journey
around the globe.
The limited edition orange
and blue single colour
giant tubes launch this
summer. The orange
variant is travel retail
exclusive.
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A SYMPHONY OF WINE
Constellation Brands is
showcasing Maestro – a
celebratory 50th anniversary red wine blend from
Napa Valley’s Robert
Mondavi Winery.
Recalling Mondavi’s spirit
of innovation and his
one-time stint conducting
the Napa Valley Symphony
in the just-opened To
Kalon Cellar, Director of
Winemaking Genevieve

Janssens and the
winemaking team have
crafted Maestro.
Like a well-tuned
symphony, the seamless
cuvee of Napa Valley Merlot,
Cabernet Sauvignon, Cabernet Franc, Petit Verdot and
Malbec creates a delicious
and harmonious whole. It is
a limited-release bottling.
In addition to the new
Maestro, a commemorative

50th anniversary label will
also adorn new releases of
some of the most enduring bottlings from Robert
Mondavi Winery – the
2015 Fume Blanc, Napa
Valley; 2014 Cabernet
Sauvignon, Napa Valley;
and the winery’s hallmark
2013 Cabernet Sauvignon
Reserve, To Kalon Vineyard.
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Hong Kong and Singapore
are the latest additions
to the new Ferrero
Rocher T48 Destination
collection, which is being
showcased by Ferrero
Travel Market at TFWA
Asia Pacific Exhibition &
Conference.
The travel-exclusive
souvenir packs, which are
decorated with designs
of the most famous
landmarks in each
location, contain 48 of the
brand’s iconic chocolate
pralines.
Besides Hong Kong and
Singapore, the collection
includes designs for
some of the most popular
tourist locations in the

NATURAL LOOKS
AmorePacific is presenting the new Lip Serum
Stick from Sulwhasoo,
during this year’s TFWA
Asia Pacific Exhibition &
Conference.
Lip Serum Stick is a
serum that melts gently
and tightly adheres to the
lips. It melts smoothly
as your own skin upon
application without
heaviness, and replenishes your lips with
nourishment with tight
adherence to leave your

Butlers Chocolates,
purveyor of happiness
through luxury chocolates
since 1932, is exhibiting a
number of key lines at this
year’s TFWA Asia Pacific
Exhibition & Conference.
Butlers is introducing
a new superior range of
luxury chocolate assortments in two sizes – The
Chocolate Box, featuring an
exquisite collection of delectably delicious chocolates
such as 70% Dark Chocolate
Truffle, White Butter Praline
and Milk Chocolate Salted
Hazelnut Caramel.
Butlers is also exhibiting a
number of popular travel
retail exclusive products,
including Butlers Caramel
and Nut Chocolates, along
with premium Butlers
assortments and bespoke
destination ranges. Butlers
200g Filled Bars are also
on display – enhanced
with the popular flavours

lips feeling comfortably
cared for all day.
It also forms a deephydrating barrier to
capture more moisture
in the lips and protect
your lips’ vitality and
smoothness from external
aggressors.
In particular, three new
colours launching in May
will give you delicate
shade for more natural
and healthy looking lips.

Level 1 HS04

CHOCOLATE
HAPPINESS
of Irish Cream and Irish
Whiskey Truffle.
Butlers Cocktail Menu
comprises a delectable
collection of eight cocktail
inspired chocolates, such as
Passionfruit Margarita and
Espresso Martini. Finally,
Butlers Artisan Collection
– a sublime chocolate gift

ASIAN DESIGNS

range with a modern twist,
using contemporary new
recipes – Pink Himalayan
Salted Caramel and
Madagascan Vanilla, beautifully presented in attractive
bright colours of raspberry
and powder blue.
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Puig is launching two
limited editions from Jean
Paul Gaultier, featuring
Betty Boop and Popeye:
Eau Fraiche Le Mâle –
Popeye, which is available
in a 125ml EdT, and Eau
Fraiche Classique – Betty
Boop, in a 100ml EdT.
Eau Fraiche Le Mâle –
Popeye is described as
an aldehydic oriental
fougère. It is a fragrance
based on a fabric
softener accord, as clean
and fresh as an immaculate tank top that you just
slip on. Neroli blossom
and mint give depth to
the base, while the sage,
Tonka bean, sandalwood
and vanilla create the
sensual base notes.
Eau Fraiche Classique
– Betty Boop is an
aquatic floral oriental. The fragrance is
described as a torrid
sugar syrup. Ginger has
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world, including China,
France, Germany, Italy,
UK, Dubai and the US,
with a World Traveller
Edition to appeal to
tourists all over
the world.
The response to the launch
of the first designs in France
and the US confirmed the
findings of a pre-launch
survey in which consumers
gave the souvenir boxes very
high scores for gift-ability,
modernity and appeal.
Ferrero Travel Market is
exhibiting its portfolio,
including the new Ferrero
Rocher T48 Destination
collection, in Singapore.
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FRESH IDEAS
been reworked
as a gourmand
overdose, in
association with
a lemon sorbet
for the crystalfreshness, sharp,
but softened
with sugar cane
juice. On top of
this comes the
luminous Labdanum Neo. There
is also a hint
of vanilla, and
finally musk.
The fragrances
are packaged
in the iconic
Jean Paul Gaultier tin
can in stainless steel.
It receives a summer
makeover in a striking
metallic blue for Popeye

and a powdery pink for
Betty Boop.
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TOUCH OF GOLD
Godiva Chocolatier is
presenting two limited
edition assortments
created to celebrate its
90th anniversary year,
as well as a collection
of Chinese New Year
confectionery and Russian
folklore-inspired Christmas gift boxes.

background, creating the
perfect gift.
The second celebratory
limited edition is the new

The Godiva 90th Anniversary
Truffles Collection is a
travel-exclusive assortment
that combines traditional
truffles with brand new
multi-sensory textures
and flavours. The elegant
circular gift box has bright
flashes of pink and yellow
against a rich dark brown

Dandy Nomad, a young
and contemporary French
brand, is participating
for the first time at TFWA
Asia Pacific Exhibition &
Conference this year. It
is introducing its smart
and trendy travel accessories designed for the
modern nomads who want
to travel with style and
comfort.
Dandy Nomad believes
that travelling is a lifestyle,
which is why it creates
practical and vibrant travel

60s REVIVAL
Lambretta Watches has
played with the 60s Paisley
pattern for this season and
added three fresh colour
combinations. Pink, blue,
turquoise, red and purple
in a swirling mix make it
the perfect accessory for
spring and summer.
The swirling Paisley
pattern is synonymous
with London fashion and
the swinging 60s. It was
worn and adorned by the
hippest pop icons, such as
The Beatles, the Rolling

Stones, the Who and the
Jimi Hendrix Experience.
The place to shop for the
latest Paisley fashions was
on Carnaby Street, and
Lambretta is still there,
with its flagship store.
Since the 60s, Paisley has
bounced back onto the
catwalks and is now hotter
than ever.
The Cielo Paisley watch is
an amazing tool to make
any outfit look bold and
creative. Let this fun and
trendy fashion accessory

SHARE THE JOY
Haribo World Travel
Retail is showcasing its
colourful new range of
sharing confectionery
during this year’s TFWA
Asia Pacific Exhibition &
Conference.
In the spotlight will be

the new HARIBO Pick &
Party 748g, an assortment of mini-bags of
some of the favourite
brands – Goldbears,
Happy Cola, Starmix,
Tropifrutti, and Roulette
– in a premium quality

90th Anniversary Gold
Collection, an 18-piece
assortment of signature
chocolates encased in
a beautiful gold and
rainbow-coloured box.
The hero piece of the
collection, ‘Egérie Noir’,
was developed especially
for Godiva’s anniversary, and is a complex,
contemporary creation of
the smoothest raspberry
ganache, delicately

TRAVELLING AS
A LIFESTYLE
accessories, be it the
iconic suitcase cover, the
inflatable and foldable
travel pillow, the travel kit,
the multi-currency pouch,
or the many more stylish
and useful accessories.
Through the seasons,
and as trends evolve,

Dandy Nomad revisits the
classics of fashion coming
from the five continents
with vivid patterns to offer
travellers a trendy and
smart style all around
the world.
“Nowadays, modern
travellers are looking

balanced with essence of
rose petals, and encased
in rich, dark Belgian
chocolate.
The Godiva Christmas
Collection includes a
festive chocolate assortment, a truffles collection,
an advent calendar and a
pouch of chocolate carrés,
all decorated in seasonal
green and white designs.

Basement 2 E2
for practical and stylish
accessories to improve
their comfort and at the
same time look great
while travelling,” says
Emmanuelle Coppinger,
founder of the brand.
“Each season, Dandy
Nomad offers a selection
of innovative travel accessories inspired from our
travels around the globe
in an exciting new set of
patterns and colours.”

Level 1 P15

CATEGORY
VISION

Basement 2 H30

Mars International Travel
Retail (MITR) is continuing
the launch of the world’s
fifth largest domestic
chocolate brand, Galaxy,
into travel retail.
MITR brings the brand to
Asia with high ambitions
for travel retail. Currently
the brand is primarily
distributed in travel retail
in parts of the Middle East
and Asia, yet Galaxy is the
biggest chocolate brand in
the domestic market.

New Galaxy products are
now available in travel
retail, with two of MITR’s
category vision concepts in
mind: ‘Showing Thought’
and ‘Home Sweet Home’,
both of which revolve
around gifting.
Products in the range
include: Galaxy Pouches –
mini bars of Smooth Milk,
Caramel and Crispy; Galaxy
Multi-Pack of six tablets
that includes three flavours
– Smooth Milk, Caramel

hang-sell pouch with a
silhouette-cut side.
Travel-exclusive resealable pouches of bestsellers HARIBO Air-Parade,
Goldbears, Happy Cola
and Starmix in 750g and
250g sizes have been
developed for retailers
looking for shelf-display
and check-out combinations. With the neat zip
closures of the bags, the

contents stay fresh and
tidy throughout the trip.
The innovative HARIBO
Twist ‘n’ Stick combines
tasty jellies with a
creative activity. Available only in travel retail,
this novel pack contains
mini-bags of Tangfastics,
Starmix and Goldbears,
and a set of special
stickers to dress the
Goldbear character in

holiday outfits.
For a premium gift, the
giant HARIBO Goldbear
350g bear-shaped
Perspex gift box is filled
with 35 mini HARIBO
Goldbear bags and is
tied at the waist with
a jaunty red and blue
ribbon.

be the final touch to your
outfits this season.
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and Cookie Crumble; and
Galaxy Jewels – a mixture
of flavoured bonbons of
Galaxy chocolate.
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LIFESTYLE
FASHION

Pur bucket bag - Ref. 422-18 Red

Alpinestars, the world’s
premium motorsports
lifestyle fashion brand, is
presenting its innovative
new travel retail collection at TFWA Asia Pacific
Exhibition & Conference.
Delivering the highest
standards in performance and design, the
new collection includes
a range of precision
watches, accessories,

228x163_pur.indd 1

premium audio devices
and luggage – all of which
share their DNA with
Alpinestars’ cutting-edge
product development in
performance motorsport.
Alpinestars’ classleading footwear,
protection and technical
apparel products are
inextricably linked to
professional racing,
with the ultimate goal



to improve performance
by relentlessly pushing
the boundaries of new
material technologies and
construction methods.
Alpinestars’ travel retail
collection is developed
to the same exacting
standards and attention to detail, resulting
in products that are
stylish, functional and
perfectly designed for
today’s global travellers.
The range of watches
includes lightweight
carbon and durable
silicone straps, audio
products incorporate the
latest in noise reduction
technology, and accessories are made from
premium leather.
This new collection is a
natural progression for
Alpinestars and further
expands the recognition
of its global brand, its
reputation for excellence,
and the popularity of
motorsports in high-end
lifestyle fashion.

Level 1 Q8

NEW PRODUCTS

COLOURFUL
FLAVOURS
J. Cortès Cigars is participating in TFWA Asia Pacific
Exhibition & Conference
with a continued focus on its
travel retail exclusive Neos
Selection 50 cigars – offered
in a luxurious tin, wrapped
in a sleeve and topped off
with a purchase gift.
In addition, J. Cortès
Cigars is targeting the
growing Asian and
Eastern European

market for cigarillos,
both flavoured and
non-flavoured, with its
Neos Flavor Collection.
The new campaign
– ‘Flavorism’ – turns
the spotlight on all its
flavours and their matching colours, reuniting
them in one space. The
Flavor Collection shows
J. Cortès Cigars’ commitment to both loyal and

new consumers, providing them with easy and
well-balanced flavours
according to their own
preferences.
J. Cortès has recently
been promoting the Neos
10 Family in travel retail
by launching a new flight
pack holding five tins of 10
cigars. Travel retail will be
the only international retail
channel to receive the
Neos 10 family in this new
flight pack.
Meanwhile, the newly
developed multi-brand
display will also be
presented in Singapore.

Basement 2 B27
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LUXURY COSMETICS
NEBU Milano is a high
luxury cosmetic brand
that perfectly represents
the essence of highest
quality, made in Italy.
The brand recently
launched the new “AMORE
VIVACE” lip colour line to
fantastic reviews. It offers

two extraordinary formulas in matte and satin jelly,
which, like the signature
“SUNDISK” cosmetic
compacts, are also available in triple plated 24
carat gold or platinum.
The “SUNDISK” cosmetic
compacts are luminous

and light in application.
The powders accentuate
the natural glow of the
skin, counterbalancing its
oil content. The luxurious
powders are iridescent
in metallic and glossy
textures. They provide soft
highlights to cheeks and

A PENFOLDS
TRIBUTE
Treasury Wine Estates
is showcasing Penfolds
Max at TFWA Asia Pacific
Exhibition & Conference.
Max’s is the first Penfolds
range launched in a decade
and the first named after
a winemaker. It is a tribute
to Max Schubert, Penfolds’
chief winemaker for 37
years, who is best known for
creating Australia’s flagship
red wine, Penfolds Grange.
He also pioneered the
Penfolds Bin wines, starting

Level 1 N15

PAMPER
YOURSELF

with Kalimna Bin 28 Shiraz
in 1959. A master of the art
of multiregional blending,
Max nurtured the spirit of
innovation, which continues
at the winery to this day, and
the Penfolds winemakers
and viticulturists today are
proud custodians of his
legacy. Meanwhile, Penfolds
Max “The Promise” is also
showing for the first time
in Singapore.

Basement 2 J35

VINTAGE
COLLECTION
Scorpio Worldwide is
exhibiting its boosted
Aviator portfolio at TFWA
Asia Pacific Exhibition &
Conference.
TFWA World Exhibition

delicately define the shape
of the face. The product
can be used dry or wet for
a more intensive result.
Also noteworthy are the
brand’s stunning Swarovski
crystal kabuki brushes,
which have attracted
widespread praise.
NEBU Milano is launching
a variety of new products
throughout 2016.

& Conference last
October saw the company
launch an extension of
its successful Aviator
F Series to include a
Vintage Collection that

Agio Cigars is showcasing
Balmoral’s highly exclusive
and limited edition box in
the Dominican Selection
line at TFWA Asia Pacific
Exhibition & Conference.
The box is exclusively
available in travel retail
stores around the world.
Inspired by the luxury
travel retail world and
consistently focusing on
high quality cigars and
exclusive packaging,
Balmoral created Private
Collection 25. Currently
limited to only 3,000 units,

Pañpuri comes to TFWA
Asia Pacific Exhibition &
Conference this year with its
bestselling hand moisturisers now in a deluxe travelfriendly set.
Pañpuri’s Ultimate Hand
Cream Collection, a set of
its six luxurious aromas,
guarantees the ultimate
pampering. The collection showcases Pañpuri’s
bestselling classic, signature, and absolute ranges,
each one truly unique, and

stylishly designed for longhaul travels, short vacations,
or simple rituals at home.
Pañpuri offers six different
one-of-a-kind scents sold
together in one collection.
Packaged in a beautiful
cream clutch with a fine-knit
texture, printed on chlorinefree paper and with soy
ink, this collection is easily
travelled with and gift-ready.
Pañpuri also presents its
latest Thai Jasmine & Mint
Voyage Set, which includes

pays homage to 1940s
and 1950s pilot watch
styles. Scorpio Worldwide
has added new designs,
giving it a broader appeal.
Additionally, the Aviator F
Series will now comprise
more traditional chronograph pilot watches.
Scorpio Worldwide will
also be showcasing a
selection of Timberland’s
best-selling watches.

Meanwhile, the revamped
jewellery brand Pierre
Cardin makes an appearance, introducing Gentleman’s and Ladies Watch
Sets with the popular Nato
strap design. The collection will also see more
striking colours added
to the watch and jewellery sets, along with the
more traditional designed
pieces.

five travel essentials – a
gentle hair cleanser, a
nourishing hair conditioner,
a cleansing body cream
wash, a deeply soothing
body lotion, and a portable
wash bar. It is the ideal way
to pamper yourself while
exploring the world.

Level 1 T11
Scorpio Worldwide will
also be introducing the
world’s smallest 3-pole
travel adapter from
S-KROSS. This, along with
high quality power-banks,
and a unique charge and
sync alarm cable called
the S-KROSS Buzz, is a
totally new direction for
the brand.

Basement 2 D9

LIMITED EDITION CIGARS
each elegantly crafted
piano lacquer-finished
wooden box contains 25
cigars and has a selfregulatory humidification
system. All cigars are
carefully chosen to
showcase the Balmoral
assortment.
The assortment of five
Short Corona’s, five
Corona’s, three Corona
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Tubos, five Panatela,
five Small Panatela and
two Small Panatela
Tubos always offers the
right cigar for the right
moment. Made in the
family-owned factory in
San Pedro de Macoris,
Dominican Republic,
these shortfiller cigars
are made with a premium
blend of tobaccos from

South America and the
Caribbean, and a natural
shade-grown wrapper
from Ecuador. Growing
the wrapper in natural
shade ensures the cigars
have a mild and rich
flavour. It also produces
the beautiful golden
colour of the wrapper.

Basement 2 B17
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ICONIC TIMEPIECES
DV25, the carré watch introduced
to celebrate the 25th anniversary
of Versace’s debut in watchmaking, has now been presented in a
fresh round shape. The Versace
identity is clear, like the top ring
decorated with the Greek Key and
set with studs. The Greek Key also
appears on the metal components
of the straps. It is refreshed with

For the second year running,
Eden Park is participating in
TFWA Asia Pacific Exhibition
& Conference. David Dayan,
International Director of
Groupe Duty Free Development
Consulting, is handling this
project for the second time and
marking an exclusive presentation of the Parisian pink bow tie
label’s PE16 collection.
It is a colourful collection
offered in marine and wildsafari themes, and retaining
the distinctive ‘French’ touch
that makes it stand out in an
international arena. An imaginative take on the sportswear

NEW PRODUCTS

at Versace’s Spring/Summer
2016 show, in a special edition
coordinated with the catwalk
outfit, featuring a grey IP case, a
phantom effect dial and a wristband strap in burgundy elaphe
snake leather. The phantom
version is also available for
men, with impeccable
mechanical engineering
and a highly reputed
automatic movement
mounted in a 41mm
diameter case.

new details – the long lugs that
extend over the top ring and
the metal bracelet with
V-shaped links. In the
version for women,
this iconic timepiece
is available in six
versions with a 36mm
diameter gold IP case.
DV25 appeared on the runway

Meanwhile, Versus Brick Lane,
the new watch by Versus Versace
named after one of London’s
hippest streets in Shoreditch,
showcases the Lion Head in 3D.
Made from polished steel,
the luminosity of this watch is
enhanced by the Clous de Paris
motif top ring and bracelet links.
It is also available in IP gold or
rose gold. The dial comes in silver,
white and black, blue or purple.

Basement 2 K8

FRENCH TOUCH
look for men and masculine
codes for women, the collection
remains faithful to its roots,
using details seen throughout
the range.
The garment range is accompanied by a selection of accessories, luggage and perfumes
that have been carefully
designed to respect the specific
requirements of duty free.
The rugby-inspired label is
currently present in 36 countries

with 204 sales outlets, including in the airports of England
(Harrods) and Qatar (Qatar Duty
Free). Eden Park recently signed
a partnership with Dufry Africa
for a future opening at Abidjan
Airport. Eden Park is now present
in China, Taiwan and the Philippines. Its presence in Singapore
is a vital step in growing the
label’s presence in Asia.

Basement 2 N21

J.Cortes Cigars reveals its new Travel Exclusive

50 CIGARS
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STAND NAME

LEVEL

STAND

SECTOR

TFWA MEMBERSHIP

ABBEYCREST BY GITANJALI – NEW................................... Level 1..............................................U8........Jewellery / Watches...........................................................................................................................
ABTEY CHOCOLATERIE....................................................... Basement 2....................................D32........Confectionery & Fine Food................................................................................................ MEMBER
ACCOLADE WINES............................................................... Basement 2..................................... N4........Wine & Spirits.................................................................................................................... MEMBER
AEON JEWELLERY............................................................... Basement 2....................................H32........Jewellery / Watches...........................................................................................................................
AGATHA PARIS..................................................................... Basement 2....................................G22........Jewellery / Watches...........................................................................................................................
AGIO CIGARS........................................................................ Basement 2....................................B17........Tobacco.............................................................................................................................. MEMBER
AIR VAL INTERNATIONAL – NEW........................................ Basement 2......................................K6........Fragrances & Cosmetics................................................................................................... MEMBER
ALEXANDER - BOTTEGA...................................................... Basement 2..................................... M9........Wine & Spirits.................................................................................................................... MEMBER
ALG DISTRIBUTORS............................................................. Basement 2................................... M25........Fashion / Accessories / Luggage.......................................................................................................
ALISHAN.............................................................................. Basement 2.................................... E38........Tobacco.............................................................................................................................. MEMBER
ALPINESTARS – NEW.......................................................... Level 1..............................................Q8........Fashion / Accessories / Luggage....................................................................................... MEMBER
AM INTERNATIONAL – NEW................................................ Basement 2....................................H12........Electronics.........................................................................................................................................
AMORE PACIFIC – NEW....................................................... Level 1......................................... HS04........Fragrances & Cosmetics...................................................................................................................
ANGELINI BEAUTY............................................................... Level 1.............................................. S8........Fragrances & Cosmetics...................................................................................................................
ANIMA LIBERA / CIAK ITALY................................................ Basement 2......................................H5........Fashion / Accessories / Luggage.......................................................................................................
APPLE BEAUTY.................................................................... Basement 2......................................B2........Fragrances & Cosmetics................................................................................................... MEMBER
APTRA.................................................................................. Level 1............................................. N7........Other..................................................................................................................................................
AQUASCUTUM – NEW......................................................... Level 1............................................U11........Fashion / Accessories / Luggage.......................................................................................................
ARALDI 1930........................................................................ Basement 2....................................N20........Fashion / Accessories / Luggage....................................................................................... MEMBER
ARNOLD ANDRÉ / MAC BAREN.......................................... Basement 2.................................... A21........Tobacco.............................................................................................................................. MEMBER
ASTRAGRACE CORP – NEW................................................ Basement 2....................................H24........Confectionery & Fine Food................................................................................................................
BACARDI GLOBAL TRAVEL RETAIL..................................... Basement 2....................................D10........Wine & Spirits.................................................................................................................... MEMBER
BACHE-GABRIELSEN / DUPUY COGNAC............................ Basement 2.................................... A10........Wine & Spirits....................................................................................................................................
BARDINET............................................................................ Basement 2...................................... L2........Wine & Spirits.................................................................................................................... MEMBER
BARTON & GUESTIER.......................................................... Basement 2....................................C10........Wine & Spirits.................................................................................................................... MEMBER
BEAM SUNTORY GTR........................................................... Basement 2.................................... L28........Wine & Spirits.................................................................................................................... MEMBER
BEEBIO................................................................................. Basement 2....................................G02........Fragrances & Cosmetics...................................................................................................................
BELUGA VODKA................................................................... Basement 2......................................D4........Wine & Spirits.................................................................................................................... MEMBER
BERDOUES PARFUMS & COSMETIQUES............................ Basement 2......................................H9........Fragrances & Cosmetics...................................................................................................................
BEURER - CODIPE............................................................... Basement 2....................................K01........Electronics......................................................................................................................... MEMBER
BLUE STORKS...................................................................... Basement 2......................................A2........Gifts / Toys..........................................................................................................................................
BODEGAS PROTOS – NEW................................................... Basement 2......................................P5........Wine & Spirits....................................................................................................................................
BOGGI MILANO.................................................................... Basement 2....................................B14........Fashion / Accessories / Luggage....................................................................................... MEMBER
BORCO / SIERRA TEQUILA – NEW...................................... Basement 2.................................... A11........Wine & Spirits....................................................................................................................................
BRAUN................................................................................. Basement 2....................................H11........Electronics......................................................................................................................... MEMBER
BRIC’S – NEW...................................................................... Level 1............................................R11........Fashion / Accessories / Luggage....................................................................................... MEMBER
BRITISH AMERICAN TOBACCO........................................... Basement 2.................................... F36........Tobacco.............................................................................................................................. MEMBER
BROWN AND HALEY............................................................ Basement 2.................................... A14........Confectionery & Fine Food................................................................................................ MEMBER
BROWN FORMAN................................................................. Basement 2................................. M1+2........Wine & Spirits.................................................................................................................... MEMBER
BUCKLEY LONDON.............................................................. Basement 2......................................C9........Jewellery / Watches...........................................................................................................................
BULGARTABAC.................................................................... Basement 2....................................B29........Tobacco..............................................................................................................................................
BUTLERS CHOCOLATES...................................................... Basement 2....................................C31........Confectionery & Fine Food................................................................................................................
BUTTERFLY TWISTS............................................................ Basement 2......................................D8........Fashion / Accessories / Luggage....................................................................................... MEMBER
CABEAU............................................................................... Basement 2....................................G23........Gifts / Toys.......................................................................................................................... MEMBER
CALVIN KLEIN...................................................................... Basement 2................................... M18........Fashion / Accessories / Luggage....................................................................................... MEMBER
CAMUS COGNAC.................................................................. Basement 2...................................... J8........Wine & Spirits.................................................................................................................... MEMBER
CAPELLA - LAMBRETTA WATCHES.................................... Basement 2....................................H30........Jewellery / Watches........................................................................................................... MEMBER
CAPI GLOBAL....................................................................... Basement 2....................................H19........Electronics......................................................................................................................... MEMBER
CASETI COMPANY LTD........................................................ Basement 2....................................G14........Gifts / Toys..........................................................................................................................................
CAVE DE TAIN – NEW.......................................................... Level 1............................................P21........Wine & Spirits.................................................................................................................... MEMBER
CAVENDISH & HARVEY – NEW............................................ Basement 2..................................... M3........Confectionery & Fine Food................................................................................................ MEMBER
CERRUTI 1881 - UNGARO.................................................... Basement 2................................... M26........Fashion / Accessories / Luggage.......................................................................................................
CHABOT ARMAGNAC & GRUPPO CAMPARI....................... Basement 2....................................N11........Wine & Spirits.................................................................................................................... MEMBER
CHANGI AIRPORT SINGAPORE........................................... Basement 2....................................K28........Other..................................................................................................................................................
CHINA TOBACCO GUANGDONG INDUSTRIAL CO.LTD – NEW.Basement 2....................................K36........Tobacco..............................................................................................................................................
CHOKOLA............................................................................. Basement 2...................................... J2........Confectionery & Fine Food................................................................................................................
CHOPIN VODKA – NEW........................................................ Basement 2....................................C02........Wine & Spirits.................................................................................................................... MEMBER
CHOW TAI FOOK – NEW....................................................... Level 1............................................ S22........Jewellery / Watches........................................................................................................... MEMBER
CHOYA UMESHU.................................................................. Basement 2..................................N201........Wine & Spirits....................................................................................................................................
CLARINS.............................................................................. Level 1......................................... HS13........Fragrances & Cosmetics................................................................................................... MEMBER
CLOGAU................................................................................ Basement 2......................................C2........Jewellery / Watches........................................................................................................... MEMBER
COGNAC PRUNIER – NEW.................................................. Basement 2......................................A5........Wine & Spirits....................................................................................................................................
COLLISTAR........................................................................... Basement 2...................................... F2........Fragrances & Cosmetics................................................................................................... MEMBER
CONSTELLATION BRANDS.................................................. Basement 2.................................... E37........Wine & Spirits....................................................................................................................................
COTY..................................................................................... Basement 2....................................N31........Fragrances & Cosmetics................................................................................................... MEMBER
CREATION BEAUTE INTERNATIONAL................................. Level 1............................................U10........Fragrances & Cosmetics...................................................................................................................
CROSS ACCESSORIES......................................................... Basement 2....................................C12........Gifts / Toys.......................................................................................................................... MEMBER
CRYSTAL HEAD VODKA....................................................... Basement 2....................................D28........Wine & Spirits.................................................................................................................... MEMBER
DANDY NOMAD – NEW........................................................ Level 1............................................P15........Fashion / Accessories / Luggage.......................................................................................................
DANIEL WELLINGTON......................................................... Basement 2....................................G33........Jewellery / Watches........................................................................................................... MEMBER
DANZKA VODKA................................................................... Basement 2....................................B21........Wine & Spirits.................................................................................................................... MEMBER
DE RUY PERFUMES............................................................. Basement 2......................................B1........Fragrances & Cosmetics...................................................................................................................
DEAU COGNAC..................................................................... Basement 2.................................... A02........Wine & Spirits.................................................................................................................... MEMBER
DESIGNER PARFUMS.......................................................... Basement 2.................................... L24........Fragrances & Cosmetics................................................................................................... MEMBER
DESIGUAL............................................................................ Basement 2.................................... E14........Fashion / Accessories / Luggage....................................................................................... MEMBER
DESTILERIAS CAMPENY...................................................... Basement 2....................................H01........Wine & Spirits....................................................................................................................................
DIAGEO................................................................................. Basement 2......................................K1........Wine & Spirits.................................................................................................................... MEMBER
DIEGO DALLA PALMA – NEW.............................................. Basement 2.................................... E10........Fragrances & Cosmetics................................................................................................... MEMBER
DIESEL................................................................................. Level 1............................................R15........Fashion / Accessories / Luggage....................................................................................... MEMBER
DISTELL............................................................................... Basement 2...................................... J6........Wine & Spirits.................................................................................................................... MEMBER
DISTILLERIES ET DOMAINES DE PROVENCE..................... Basement 2....................................G10........Wine & Spirits.................................................................................................................... MEMBER
DIVERSE FLAVOURS............................................................ Basement 2....................................D34........Wine & Spirits.................................................................................................................... MEMBER
DOMAINES PAUL JABOULET AINE..................................... Basement 2.................................. J202........Wine & Spirits....................................................................................................................................
DON PAPA RUM................................................................... Basement 2......................................A4........Wine & Spirits.................................................................................................................... MEMBER
DREW ESTATE/SWISHER – NEW......................................... Basement 2.................................... A18........Tobacco..............................................................................................................................................
DUC D’O CHOCOLATERIE.................................................... Basement 2....................................C32........Confectionery & Fine Food................................................................................................ MEMBER
DV FRANCE.......................................................................... Basement 2.................................... F30........Confectionery & Fine Food................................................................................................ MEMBER
ECLAE-PRODIGE DES EAUX ROSES................................... Basement 2..................................... M8........Fragrances & Cosmetics...................................................................................................................
EDEN PARK – NEW.............................................................. Basement 2....................................N21........Fashion / Accessories / Luggage.......................................................................................................
EMILE CHOURIET................................................................ Level 1............................................ S12........Jewellery / Watches...........................................................................................................................
EMPIRE OF SCENTS............................................................ Basement 2....................................G19........Fragrances & Cosmetics................................................................................................... MEMBER
EMPRO – NEW..................................................................... Level 1............................................ T12........Fragrances & Cosmetics...................................................................................................................
ERNO LASZLO...................................................................... Basement 2......................................D2........Fragrances & Cosmetics................................................................................................... MEMBER
ESSILOR INTERNATIONAL.................................................. Level 1..............................................R8........Fashion / Accessories / Luggage....................................................................................... MEMBER
ESTEE LAUDER TRAVEL RETAIL......................................... Level 1......................................... HS03........Fragrances & Cosmetics................................................................................................... MEMBER
ESTELLA BARTLETT – NEW................................................ Basement 2....................................D01........Jewellery / Watches...........................................................................................................................
ETAT LIBRE D’ORANGE – NEW........................................... Basement 2....................................B11........Fragrances & Cosmetics...................................................................................................................
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EUROCOSMESI.................................................................... Basement 2....................................H22........Fragrances & Cosmetics................................................................................................... MEMBER
EUROITALIA......................................................................... Level 1......................................... HS11........Fragrances & Cosmetics................................................................................................... MEMBER
FALIC FASHION GROUP....................................................... Basement 2................................. M208........Fragrances & Cosmetics................................................................................................... MEMBER
FAMILLE MARY.................................................................... Basement 2....................................D30........Confectionery & Fine Food................................................................................................................
FEILER – NEW..................................................................... Level 1............................................N12........Home decoration / Tableware............................................................................................................
FERRAGAMO TIMEPIECES – NEW...................................... Basement 2.................................... L11........Jewellery / Watches........................................................................................................... MEMBER
FERRERO TRAVEL MARKET................................................ Basement 2..................................... N1........Confectionery & Fine Food................................................................................................ MEMBER
FERVOR MONTREAL............................................................ Basement 2....................................K02........Jewellery / Watches........................................................................................................... MEMBER
FIYTA.................................................................................... Basement 2......................................G8........Jewellery / Watches........................................................................................................... MEMBER
FLAVIE-L – NEW.................................................................. Basement 2......................................B3........Fashion / Accessories / Luggage.......................................................................................................
FLO ACCESSORIES.............................................................. Basement 2.................................... F27........Gifts / Toys.......................................................................................................................... MEMBER
FOCUS NETWORK AGENCIES (SINGAPORE) PTE LTD........ Basement 2.................................... E28........Confectionery & Fine Food................................................................................................................
FONTANAFREDDA – NEW................................................... Level 1............................................P23........Wine & Spirits.................................................................................................................... MEMBER
FOOD ACCADEMIA – NEW................................................... Basement 2.................................... J31........Confectionery & Fine Food................................................................................................................
FOR NO REASON................................................................. Basement 2....................................H28........Jewellery / Watches...........................................................................................................................
FORTUNE CONCEPT LIMITED............................................. Basement 2...................................... E8........Fashion / Accessories / Luggage....................................................................................... MEMBER
FRATERNITY SPIRITS WORLD............................................. Basement 2....................................B02........Wine & Spirits.................................................................................................................... MEMBER
FREIXENET GROUP............................................................. Basement 2....................................B34........Wine & Spirits.................................................................................................................... MEMBER
FURLA.................................................................................. Basement 2.................................... J22........Fashion / Accessories / Luggage....................................................................................... MEMBER
GALLER................................................................................ Basement 2....................................D02........Confectionery & Fine Food................................................................................................ MEMBER
GIORGIO JANEKE-MILANO.................................................. Level 1............................................P20........Fashion / Accessories / Luggage....................................................................................... MEMBER
GODIVA CHOCOLATIER........................................................ Basement 2...................................... E2........Confectionery & Fine Food................................................................................................ MEMBER
GOLDKENN.......................................................................... Basement 2.................................... F26........Confectionery & Fine Food................................................................................................ MEMBER
GROUPE PANTHER – NEW.................................................. Basement 2.................................... J13........Fragrances & Cosmetics................................................................................................... MEMBER
GUESS ................................................................................. Basement 2.................................... L19........Jewellery / Watches........................................................................................................... MEMBER
GUYLIAN............................................................................... Basement 2....................................H26........Confectionery & Fine Food................................................................................................ MEMBER
HANGZHOU GEMA SUITCASES & BAGS CO.LTD – NEW.... Level 1............................................N10........Fashion / Accessories / Luggage.......................................................................................................
HANSE DISTRIBUTION........................................................ Basement 2......................................A7........Jewellery / Watches........................................................................................................... MEMBER
HARIBO WORLD TRAVEL RETAIL........................................ Basement 2....................................C28........Confectionery & Fine Food................................................................................................ MEMBER
HARISON – NEW.................................................................. Basement 2......................................D1........Confectionery & Fine Food................................................................................................................
HAWAIIAN HOST.................................................................. Basement 2.................................... E28........Confectionery & Fine Food................................................................................................................
HEINEKEN........................................................................... Basement 2....................................K33........Wine & Spirits.................................................................................................................... MEMBER
HERMÈS............................................................................... Level 1......................................... HS05........Fragrances & Cosmetics................................................................................................... MEMBER
HIMAN TRADING COMPANY – NEW.................................... Basement 2.................................... A14........Confectionery & Fine Food................................................................................................................
HITEJINRO– NEW................................................................ Level 1............................................N14........Wine & Spirits....................................................................................................................................
HOUSE OF SILLAGE............................................................. Level 1............................................Q12........Fragrances & Cosmetics...................................................................................................................
HUGO BOSS INTERNATIONAL MARKETS AG...................... Level 1......................................... HS02........Fashion / Accessories / Luggage....................................................................................... MEMBER
IAN MACLEOD DISTILLERS LTD.......................................... Basement 2....................................H33........Wine & Spirits.................................................................................................................... MEMBER
ILLVA SARONNO – NEW...................................................... Basement 2......................................B8........Wine & Spirits.................................................................................................................... MEMBER
ILUMINAGE BEAUTY – NEW................................................ Basement 2....................................B16........Fragrances & Cosmetics................................................................................................... MEMBER
IMPERIAL TOBACCO............................................................ Basement 2....................................D38........Tobacco.............................................................................................................................. MEMBER
INCC GROUP........................................................................ Basement 2.................................... J11........Fragrances & Cosmetics................................................................................................... MEMBER
INTERNATIONAL BEVERAGE............................................... Basement 2....................................H27........Wine & Spirits.................................................................................................................... MEMBER
INTERNATIONAL BON TON TOYS – NEW............................ Basement 2....................................G18........Gifts / Toys..........................................................................................................................................
INTERPARFUMS.................................................................. Basement 2................................... M11........Fragrances & Cosmetics................................................................................................... MEMBER
ITALART – NEW.................................................................... Basement 2.................................... F24........Fashion / Accessories / Luggage....................................................................................... MEMBER
J. CORTES CIGARS............................................................... Basement 2....................................B27........Tobacco.............................................................................................................................. MEMBER
JACOBSENS BAKERY.......................................................... Basement 2.................................... A14........Confectionery & Fine Food................................................................................................ MEMBER
JACQUES BOGART............................................................... Basement 2.................................... F22........Fragrances & Cosmetics................................................................................................... MEMBER
JC NEWMAN CIGAR CO....................................................... Basement 2.................................... A15........Tobacco.............................................................................................................................. MEMBER
JEAN-CHARLES BROSSEAU............................................... Basement 2....................................N02........Fragrances & Cosmetics...................................................................................................................
JT INTERNATIONAL............................................................. Basement 2....................................B38........Tobacco.............................................................................................................................. MEMBER
KAILIS AUSTRALIAN PEARLS............................................. Level 1............................................Q11........Jewellery / Watches........................................................................................................... MEMBER
KAIMAY – NEW..................................................................... Basement 2..................................... M6........Confectionery & Fine Food................................................................................................................
KAJAL PERFUMES – NEW................................................... Level 1............................................N16........Fragrances & Cosmetics...................................................................................................................
KALOO, CLAYEUX, KOKESHI................................................ Basement 2...................................... L8........Fragrances & Cosmetics................................................................................................... MEMBER
KARELIA TOBACCO COMPANY............................................ Basement 2....................................C34........Tobacco.............................................................................................................................. MEMBER
KAVALAN SINGLE MALT WHISKY........................................ Basement 2......................................A1........Wine & Spirits....................................................................................................................................
KINMEN KAOLIANG LIQUOR............................................... Basement 2.................................... J36........Wine & Spirits....................................................................................................................................
KIPLING DIVISION - VF EUROPE BVBA............................... Basement 2................................... M20........Fashion / Accessories / Luggage....................................................................................... MEMBER
KOSE CORPORATION........................................................... Level 1............................................ T20........Fragrances & Cosmetics................................................................................................... MEMBER
KOTO PARFUMS................................................................... Basement 2....................................H10........Fragrances & Cosmetics................................................................................................... MEMBER
KREMLIN AWARD - GRAND PREMIUM VODKA – NEW...... Basement 2....................................K35........Wine & Spirits....................................................................................................................................
KT INTERNATIONAL SA....................................................... Basement 2.................................... F37........Tobacco.............................................................................................................................. MEMBER
KUSMI TEA – NEW............................................................... Basement 2.................................... E26........Confectionery & Fine Food................................................................................................ MEMBER
L’OCCITANE EN PROVENCE................................................ Level 1......................................... HS09........Fragrances & Cosmetics................................................................................................... MEMBER
L’OREAL TRAVEL RETAIL ASIA PACIFIC.............................. Basement 2....................................D19........Fragrances & Cosmetics................................................................................................... MEMBER
LA CURE GOURMANDE – NEW........................................... Basement 2......................................A8........Confectionery & Fine Food................................................................................................ MEMBER
LA MARTINIQUAISE............................................................. Basement 2...................................... L2........Wine & Spirits....................................................................................................................................
LA PRAIRIE.......................................................................... Basement 2....................................K24........Fragrances & Cosmetics................................................................................................... MEMBER
LA SULTANE DE SABA......................................................... Basement 2....................................H18........Fragrances & Cosmetics................................................................................................... MEMBER
LA-TWEEZ............................................................................ Basement 2...................................... E9........Gifts / Toys.......................................................................................................................... MEMBER
LABORATOIRES FILORGA – NEW........................................ Level 1............................................R25........Fragrances & Cosmetics...................................................................................................................
LABOURE-ROI...................................................................... Basement 2..................................N202........Wine & Spirits.................................................................................................................... MEMBER
LACOSTE.............................................................................. Basement 2....................................K23........Fashion / Accessories / Luggage....................................................................................... MEMBER
LANCASTER......................................................................... Basement 2..................................... N9........Fashion / Accessories / Luggage....................................................................................... MEMBER
LEGO GROUP....................................................................... Basement 2....................................G28........Gifts / Toys.......................................................................................................................... MEMBER
LEONIDAS............................................................................ Basement 2....................................D31........Confectionery & Fine Food................................................................................................ MEMBER
LES INTERCHANGEABLES – NEW...................................... Level 1............................................P10........Jewellery / Watches...........................................................................................................................
LES SENTEURS GOURMANDES – NEW.............................. Level 1............................................Q24........Fragrances & Cosmetics...................................................................................................................
LIFETRONS SWITZERLAND – NEW..................................... Basement 2.................................... A01........Electronics......................................................................................................................... MEMBER
LINDT & SPRÜNGLI (SCHWEIZ) AG..................................... Basement 2......................................H2........Confectionery & Fine Food................................................................................................ MEMBER
LOACKER............................................................................. Basement 2.................................... J29........Confectionery & Fine Food................................................................................................ MEMBER
LORIENCE PARIS................................................................. Basement 2....................................K10........Fragrances & Cosmetics................................................................................................... MEMBER
LUBRITRADE TRADING PTE LTD......................................... Basement 2......................................H1........Wine & Spirits....................................................................................................................................
LULU DK............................................................................... Basement 2....................................G13........Jewellery / Watches...........................................................................................................................
LUXOTTICA GROUP.............................................................. Basement 2.................................... J18........Fashion / Accessories / Luggage....................................................................................... MEMBER
LUZHOU LAOJIAO INT’L DEVELOPMENT............................ Basement 2....................................B32........Wine & Spirits....................................................................................................................................
LVMH FRAGRANCES BRANDS – NEW................................ Level 1......................................... HS01........Fragrances & Cosmetics................................................................................................... MEMBER
MACDUFF INTERNATIONAL................................................ Basement 2.................................. L202........Wine & Spirits.................................................................................................................... MEMBER
MAESTRANI......................................................................... Basement 2......................................A3........Confectionery & Fine Food................................................................................................ MEMBER
MANDARINA DUCK – NEW.................................................. Basement 2....................................H29........Fashion / Accessories / Luggage....................................................................................... MEMBER
MARCEL ROBBEZ MASSON – NEW.................................... Level 1............................................ V11........Jewellery / Watches...........................................................................................................................
MARCHON EYEWEAR.......................................................... Basement 2...................................... L1........Fashion / Accessories / Luggage....................................................................................... MEMBER
MARCOLIN SPA.................................................................... Level 1............................................ S20........Fashion / Accessories / Luggage....................................................................................... MEMBER
MARIE BRIZARD WINES & SPIRITS FRANCE..................... Basement 2......................................D3........Wine & Spirits.................................................................................................................... MEMBER
MARINA DE BOURBON........................................................ Basement 2....................................B10........Fragrances & Cosmetics................................................................................................... MEMBER
MARS INTERNATIONAL TRAVEL RETAIL............................ Basement 2....................................N29........Confectionery & Fine Food................................................................................................ MEMBER
MAUI JIM, INC...................................................................... Basement 2......................................K9........Fashion / Accessories / Luggage....................................................................................... MEMBER
MAVIVE................................................................................. Basement 2.................................... F18........Fragrances & Cosmetics................................................................................................... MEMBER
MILI...................................................................................... Basement 2.................................. A202........Electronics.........................................................................................................................................
MISAKI.................................................................................. Basement 2....................................H23........Jewellery / Watches........................................................................................................... MEMBER
MISSHA................................................................................ Basement 2......................................G6........Fragrances & Cosmetics................................................................................................... MEMBER
MOET HENNESSY................................................................ Level 1......................................... HS15........Wine & Spirits.................................................................................................................... MEMBER
MOLIABAL............................................................................ Basement 2......................................C8........Gifts / Toys..........................................................................................................................................
MOLINARD PARFUMS – NEW............................................. Basement 2....................................G15........Fragrances & Cosmetics................................................................................................... MEMBER
MONDELEZ WORLD TRAVEL RETAIL.................................. Basement 2.................................... J26........Confectionery & Fine Food................................................................................................ MEMBER
MORGAN & OATES............................................................... Basement 2.................................... J33........Fashion / Accessories / Luggage....................................................................................... MEMBER
MOROCCANOIL.................................................................... Level 1.............................................. T8........Fragrances & Cosmetics...................................................................................................................
MOSQUITNO......................................................................... Basement 2....................................G01........Gifts / Toys.......................................................................................................................... MEMBER
MYCADO PARIS – NEW........................................................ Basement 2....................................N01........Confectionery & Fine Food................................................................................................................
NABEEL / CHRIS ADAMS – NEW......................................... Level 1............................................N21........Fragrances & Cosmetics...................................................................................................................
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NATURAL AMERICAN SPIRIT GLOBAL DF........................... Basement 2...........A17........ Tobacco..................................................................... MEMBER
NEBU MILANO – NEW.......................................................... Level 1.................. N15........ Fragrances & Cosmetics.........................................................
NEMIROFF VODKA LIMITED – NEW..................................... Basement 2.............C6........ Wine & Spirits..........................................................................
NESTLE................................................................................. Basement 2...........K29........ Confectionery & Fine Food...................................... MEMBER
NEUHAUS............................................................................. Basement 2...........G26........ Confectionery & Fine Food...................................... MEMBER
NILAÏ PARIS.......................................................................... Basement 2........... L02........ Jewellery / Watches.................................................................
NOUBA PROFESSIONAL MAKE UP – NEW.......................... Basement 2...........G12........ Fragrances & Cosmetics.........................................................
NUXE..................................................................................... Basement 2........... J10........ Fragrances & Cosmetics......................................... MEMBER
ODM DINGJUN INT. HOLDINGS LTD – NEW......................... Level 1.................... N9........ Jewellery / Watches.................................................................
ORCIANI................................................................................ Basement 2.......... H13........ Fashion / Accessories / Luggage.............................................
ORIGIN WINE – NEW............................................................ Basement 2.............A6........ Wine & Spirits..........................................................................
OSBORNE.............................................................................. Basement 2.............P1........ Wine & Spirits.......................................................... MEMBER
P&G PRESTIGE..................................................................... Level 1................... V23........ Fragrances & Cosmetics......................................... MEMBER
PANPURI............................................................................... Level 1................... T11........ Fragrances & Cosmetics......................................... MEMBER
PASCO................................................................................... Basement 2.............A9........ Electronics............................................................... MEMBER
PASHMA................................................................................ Basement 2.............G2........ Fashion / Accessories / Luggage............................. MEMBER
PATRON SPIRITS INTERNATIONAL AG – NEW.................... Basement 2.............L5........ Wine & Spirits.......................................................... MEMBER
PAUL & SHARK..................................................................... Basement 2...........D11........ Fashion / Accessories / Luggage............................. MEMBER
PERFETTI VAN MELLE GLOBAL TRAVEL RETAIL................ Basement 2...........E29........ Confectionery & Fine Food...................................... MEMBER
PERFUMER’S WORKSHOP................................................... Level 1...................U12........ Fragrances & Cosmetics......................................... MEMBER
PERFUMES Y DISENO........................................................... Basement 2.............L9........ Fragrances & Cosmetics......................................... MEMBER
PERNIGOTTI – NEW.............................................................. Basement 2........... J27........ Confectionery & Fine Food...................................... MEMBER
PERNOD RICARD ASIA TRAVEL RETAIL............................... Basement 2.......... N22........ Wine & Spirits.......................................................... MEMBER
PEUCH ET BESSE L’ EMOTION DU VIN – NEW.................... Basement 2.......... N18........ Wine & Spirits.......................................................... MEMBER
PHILIP MORRIS INTERNATIONAL........................................ Basement 2...........B35........ Tobacco..................................................................... MEMBER
PHILIPS................................................................................. Basement 2...........K27........ Electronics............................................................... MEMBER
PICA LÉLA............................................................................. Basement 2...........F23........ Jewellery / Watches................................................. MEMBER
PIMENTE – NEW................................................................... Level 1................... T15........ Jewellery / Watches.................................................................
PIQUADRO............................................................................. Basement 2........... J19........ Fashion / Accessories / Luggage............................. MEMBER
PLUM BLOSSOM – NEW....................................................... Basement 2...........A20........ Tobacco.....................................................................................
PREMIER PORTFOLIO INTERNATIONAL LTD....................... Basement 2.......... M02........ Gifts / Toys................................................................ MEMBER
PRINCE HUBERT DE POLIGNAC / HARDY – NEW............... Basement 2............. J5........ Wine & Spirits.......................................................... MEMBER
PROTEGE INTERNATIONAL.................................................. Basement 2...........D36........ Wine & Spirits..........................................................................
PUIG...................................................................................... Basement 2...........K11........ Fragrances & Cosmetics......................................... MEMBER
PUPA..................................................................................... Basement 2............. J9........ Fragrances & Cosmetics......................................... MEMBER
QIRINESS – NEW.................................................................. Level 1...................Q15........ Fragrances & Cosmetics.........................................................
RADLEY LONDON................................................................. Level 1...................S16........ Fashion / Accessories / Luggage............................. MEMBER
RECIFE.................................................................................. Level 1...................Q10........ Fashion / Accessories / Luggage.............................................
REFLECTA............................................................................. Basement 2...........K18........ Jewellery / Watches................................................. MEMBER
RENAISSANCE LUXURY GROUP – NEW............................... Level 1.....................R7........ Jewellery / Watches.................................................................
REVLON TRAVEL RETAILING................................................ Basement 2.............K2........ Fragrances & Cosmetics......................................... MEMBER
RICOLA – NEW...................................................................... Basement 2............ H6........ Confectionery & Fine Food...................................... MEMBER
RITTER SPORT...................................................................... Basement 2.............F8........ Confectionery & Fine Food...................................... MEMBER
RIVOLI................................................................................... Level 1...................Q23........ Fragrances & Cosmetics.........................................................
ROCKLAND DISTILLERIES – NEW....................................... Level 1.................. N22........ Wine & Spirits..........................................................................
ROYAL DRAGON VODKA – NEW............................................ Level 1.................. N20........ Wine & Spirits.......................................................... MEMBER
SABMILLER........................................................................... Basement 2...........G27........ Wine & Spirits.......................................................... MEMBER
SAFILO GROUP..................................................................... Basement 2...........E18........ Fashion / Accessories / Luggage............................. MEMBER
SALVATORE FERRAGAMO..................................................... Level 1................ HS07........ Fragrances & Cosmetics......................................... MEMBER
SAMSONITE RED / LIPAULT................................................. Basement 2...........F10........ Fashion / Accessories / Luggage............................. MEMBER
SCANDINAVIAN TOBACCO GROUP...................................... Basement 2...........A26........ Tobacco..................................................................... MEMBER
SCHAEFER TRAVEL RETAIL................................................. Basement 2.......... N12........ Gifts / Toys................................................................ MEMBER
SCHRODER & SCHYLER - WINE MERCHANT – NEW.......... Level 1.................. N17........ Wine & Spirits..........................................................................
SCORPIO WORLDWIDE......................................................... Basement 2............ D9........ Jewellery / Watches................................................. MEMBER
SEKONDA.............................................................................. Basement 2........... J32........ Jewellery / Watches................................................. MEMBER
SENNHEISER........................................................................ Basement 2.......... N10........ Electronics............................................................... MEMBER
SHANGHAI TOBACCO GROUP CO. LTD................................ Basement 2...........A16........ Tobacco.....................................................................................
SHISEIDO TRAVEL RETAIL ASIA PACIFIC............................. Basement 2...........B20........ Fragrances & Cosmetics......................................... MEMBER
SILVER BASE INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT CO. LTD... Basement 2...........B36........ Tobacco.....................................................................................
SKROSS................................................................................. Basement 2.............C4........ Electronics............................................................... MEMBER
SLA PARIS............................................................................. Basement 2...........E22........ Fragrances & Cosmetics......................................... MEMBER
SOCATEC / BAG TAG DESIGN............................................... Basement 2...........F28........ Gifts / Toys................................................................ MEMBER
SPA CEYLON LUXURY AYURVEDA – NEW............................ Level 1...................P17........ Fragrances & Cosmetics.........................................................
SPIRIT FRANCE.................................................................... Basement 2............. J1........ Wine & Spirits.......................................................... MEMBER
SPONGELLE.......................................................................... Basement 2.......... H25........ Gifts / Toys................................................................................
STAEDTLER PREMIUM – NEW............................................. Level 1.....................P9........ Gifts / Toys................................................................ MEMBER
STEIFF – NEW....................................................................... Level 1...................P12........ Gifts / Toys................................................................ MEMBER
STORCK TRAVEL RETAIL...................................................... Basement 2...........E31........ Confectionery & Fine Food...................................... MEMBER
SUN JEWELRY...................................................................... Basement 2.............C1........ Jewellery / Watches................................................. MEMBER
TAKARA SHUZO.................................................................... Basement 2............ N5........ Wine & Spirits..........................................................................
TATEOSSIAN.......................................................................... Basement 2...........G32........ Jewellery / Watches................................................. MEMBER
THE EDRINGTON GROUP..................................................... Basement 2.......... H36........ Wine & Spirits.......................................................... MEMBER
THE HERSHEY COMPANY..................................................... Basement 2...........G29........ Confectionery & Fine Food...................................... MEMBER
THE LONDON N°1................................................................. Basement 2........... J02........ Wine & Spirits.......................................................... MEMBER
THE SPIRIT OF DUBAI – NEW............................................... Level 1.................. N23........ Fragrances & Cosmetics.........................................................
THOMAS SABO – NEW.......................................................... Level 1................... T16........ Jewellery / Watches................................................. MEMBER
TIMELESS TRUTH – NEW..................................................... Level 1.....................Q7........ Fragrances & Cosmetics
TORRES................................................................................. Basement 2............ H8........ Wine & Spirits.......................................................... MEMBER
TOSCOW................................................................................ Basement 2...........B18........ Jewellery / Watches................................................. MEMBER
TOUS..................................................................................... Level 1...................R12........ Jewellery / Watches.................................................................
TRAVALO............................................................................... Basement 2.......... M10........ Gifts / Toys................................................................ MEMBER
TRAVEL BLUE....................................................................... Basement 2.............G1........ Gifts / Toys................................................................ MEMBER
TRAVELLER’S TROVE............................................................ Basement 2...........C29........ Confectionery & Fine Food...................................... MEMBER
TREASURY WINE ESTATES................................................... Basement 2........... J35........ Wine & Spirits.......................................................... MEMBER
TRU VIRTU............................................................................. Basement 2.............B9........ Gifts / Toys................................................................ MEMBER
U’LUVKA VODKA................................................................... Basement 2.............B5........ Wine & Spirits..........................................................................
UNILEVER INTERNATIONAL TRAVEL RETAIL...................... Basement 2...........G25........ Fragrances & Cosmetics......................................... MEMBER
VAG........................................................................................ Basement 2...........G11........ Fragrances & Cosmetics......................................... MEMBER
VALRHONA............................................................................ Basement 2...........F32........ Confectionery & Fine Food...................................... MEMBER
VANA TALLINN – NEW.......................................................... Level 1...................Q21........ Wine & Spirits.......................................................... MEMBER
VERSACE & VERSUS............................................................. Basement 2.............K8........ Fashion / Accessories / Luggage............................. MEMBER
VINPROM PESHTERA SA...................................................... Basement 2...........K32........ Wine & Spirits.......................................................... MEMBER
VINTAE LUXURY WINE SPECIALISTS – NEW....................... Level 1.................. N18........ Wine & Spirits..........................................................................
VON EICKEN.......................................................................... Basement 2...........B31........ Tobacco.....................................................................................
VSF INTERNATIONAL CONSULTING.................................... Basement 2.............L4........ Wine & Spirits..........................................................................
WELCOS CO., LTD – NEW..................................................... Level 1.....................P8........ Fragrances & Cosmetics.........................................................
WILLIAM GRANT & SONS..................................................... Basement 2.......... N19........ Wine & Spirits.......................................................... MEMBER
WONDERFUL PISTACHIOS................................................... Basement 2...........B28........ Confectionery & Fine Food...................................... MEMBER
WULIANGYE GROUP – NEW................................................. Level 1...................R23........ Wine & Spirits..........................................................................
YANGHE DISTILLERIE CO LTD.............................................. Basement 2........... J34........ Wine & Spirits.......................................................... MEMBER
YUNNAN TOBACCO INTERNATIONAL CO LTD..................... Basement 2...........C38........ Tobacco..................................................................... MEMBER
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